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The field h~ckey team 
handily defeated N o'r-
theastern, 4-0,.on Wed~ . 
nesday. Turn the paper 
over. 
Calendar--J>age 5 The BoY. Who Could Fly 
could be Fr~ud's answe~ 
to the Walt Dis.ney film 
'forrnula. See story on 
page 16 . . 
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Hit and-run 
' . . , 
suspec·t caught 
·/ 
By Marla G. Smith · (9) which represents faifoie to 
The driver of.a h~t and ruri ·report hazardous or serious 
accident which occured on Oct . .. :_ injqries, and 12.5-3 (9), respect 
4 was arrested Wednesday. and for others, in the. UNH Student 
charge.cl 1wi_th a Class B felony, , Handboak. She will appear. 
,wi~h bail set at $'2-500 and- , before the University Judicial' 
per~ornd r~tognizacice, a,ec_ord- Bo.~rd;;i._t a_time to _be·establishe~; 
rng to MaJor Roger ~eau.doin - . Th1,.s 1s ~ s~;1ous matter, 
of UNH Public Safety. · said J3eau~orn. You must s(op 
The arraignment date· has a1?d make 1t k13own who you are. 
been. set for Nov-. 25 in the lt s aJelony srnce a. person was 
Durham District Court. The . hurt. . . . . : _. . 
driver is a UNH student. Her V fc:mnd gmlty rn the _Durha~ 
name has not been releas.ed, D1stnct Court, the dt1ver will 
- • The accident, which ocrnred a_pp_ear b~fore the S~ra~ford 
at 6:55 p.m on Strafford Ayerme ---~ounfy_,Grand Jury. H mdICted, 
Extension, left Elizabeth s ·intros sh,f:'.- ~ -1!1 appe~r"' pefor:_e . the 
with bodily injury. Sintros had Supe~:1or ·Cou;rt: . _ , .. _ ) _ . . . . 
862-1490 Durham,' NH. 
, Bulk Rate,U S Post2oe Pain 
Durham T\i H . Perm!! r:1:JG 
,no comment ' 1 It-sup t0 tl;ie :G<;>urrto d~c1de /' 
_The drive~- has beJm ch9-rg.ed :tl:ie fine," said '~,~~u,q.o,in.: ·· ''.A - _ , . . . _ . ; . . . ·. . . . _ ... , , . ... . . . . .. 
with vi~lation of Uoiversity, ~l~ss BJe!_o,gy._ .. it s ~, s,;rwu\ 1 MUSO ·m~mbers 0-t)'l-Vl~liss_a -B;:idaoo~, Felma ~rewster, ,and~Gr~~t ~~cker haw~rng Lmngston 
Rules -and Regulation·s, 12.5-·H · .offens_e. · · ·' '· · r .. , .. -TaylM T.:.shirts ai'l'ast nig'hes movie. (Stu E:vans.' photo) ( ·. , · 
> STVN .robbed, 
, locked -out , 
By David Olson 
The Student Television Net-
work (StVN) recentiy had 
$1200 to .$1500 of sound equip-
ment stolen from its office. 
Accm:di-ng . to student officials 
irivestigating the theft, past an\f 
present members of STVN ave 
sus,pects. · .. .: . , .-
. Because STVN members are 
u·nder suspicion, Student Body 
President Jay Aplondi changed 
the locks on STVN's .. doors, 
preventing anott.er th~fr from · 
occurring and keeping current 
membe.rs locked out. 
SCOPE had over $1
1
000 of equipment stolen from their. office earli~r ~hi.s week. (Stu Evans 
The matt.er is further com-
. plicated sib.ce· neither Ablondi 
n·or Student Activity Fee Chair-
person Warner Jones have been 
' able to locate STVN General 
. Manager Terry Murray since the 
. lock6ut·. The lockout werit into 
effect Moriday, Oct. 1~. . . 
~~) .. "I can't find· Terry Murray," 
Jones said, "I last talked to him 
a week ·ago Wednesday; a week 
and t~ree .days after the ind.-
dent." SCOPEtheft costs$1000 
By MaryJJeth Lapin \ 
The SCOPE (Student Com-
mittee on Populat Entertain-
ment) office in the MUB was 
burglarized early Tuesday morn-
ing . Over $1000 ot equipment 
was stolen. · 
According to Public Safety 
there were no signs of forced 
entry. · 
MUB information desk. How-
ever, there are at least 12 keys 
still held by pass SCOPE 
members, 
SGOPE staff members said 
the theft probably occ~rred after 
4 a:.m. Markey said it is SCOPE's 
policy to lock the off ice door 
whenever the room .. wili be 
una tr.ended. Ma,rkey said he 
loe:ked the office door at 4 a.m. 
on Tuesday. · 
Both Jones and Ablondi said 
stolen. Markey_ said the locked _ they have tried repeatedly to 
storage cabinets were not tam-'. get in touch with Murray by 
pered with, and nothing was phone. Also,Jo,;ies and Ablonpi 
vandalized. left a letter on STVN's door 
Produc;tion manager Jody informing the organization of 
Gugliemino unlocked -the office the lockchange. 
door at 10:30 a.rn. She said the "I think we've made a .more 
roo111· did not look at all dis- than reasonable attempt to get · 
turbed, but she noticed the in touch with Terry Murray," · 
phones were missing. "I thought · Ablondi said. ..,-
maybe the phone company had Murray was not available for 
taken them," she said. Guglie-
mino then locked the door and 
comment. 
On the weekend of Sept. 27 -
28;- $1200 to $1500 of micro-
ies were stolen from STVN's 
office in the bottom of the MUB. 
According to Ji!Il Griffith, Stu-
denr Activity _Fee Organization 
business .manager there were _ 
no signs . of forced ehtri 
According ro Griffith and 
Ablondi, .a key was. used · to open 
the door. Then, the thief opened 
a locked cabinet ·and· removed 
the equipment. ·The thief also 
stole the serial numbers for the 
equipment that were. on file in 
STVN' s office, effectively keep~ 
ing UNH Public Safety from 
tracing the stolen equipment. 
. "It was definat-ely an inside 
job, there is no doubt about .· 
that," Griffith said. 
According to Griffith, no 
more tha.n five people had keys 
· to STVN' s outer _dqors, and only 
three people had keys to the· 
padlocked cabinet. 
On Monday, Sept. 29, Murray 
reported the stolefl equipment 
to Griffith. The sin,1ation was 
then .brought to Ablondi's at-
tention. "My first move was to 
change the locks on the doors 
to keep another theft from 
occurring," Ablondi said. The -
process of getting the locks 
changed took about twO' weeks 
he said. The only people with 
access · to STVN's off ices now 
are Jones, Ablondi, and the .· 
Office of 'Student Activities. \ 
Because STVN's budgef was 
not approved last year; it is no · 
longer a SAFC organization. 
This meant all capital equip-
ment in STVN's possesion 
"It was obviously sorneon_e · 
with a key," said SCOPE Pres-
ident, Dan Markey. There are 
three keys to the SCOPE office. 
There is also a key kept at the 
Two phones, a clock radio, 
four walki-talkies ·with battery 
chargers and two posters were SCOPE, page 11 phones_ and microphone batter- · STVN, page 11 
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UNH histOry lives" 
· on in · barbershop 
By Marla G. Smith . Base," he said. "He won a 
· A blue 1933 UNH freshman Congressional Medal of Honor' 
beanie -rests o~ the bald head years ago." " · 
. of a white styrofoam manne- · Above a row of wooden cha.ir 
quin. Ray Branner, 70 and also are pictures of UNH former 
nearing baldness, points to the· coaches. "One year," said 
'beanie. . ' . Branner,- '.'there were .four 
"I remember when a.ll -the coaches and their last names 
· freshmen had to wear them;" were Sweet, Sout; Jus-tice .and 
he said. If a freshman· forgot to Blood. No fooli11g," he said. 
wear the bean·ie, he -~.r~mld ge( · Custo.mers must clim};) -a set 
thrown into 'the. outdoor poo:l, of hidden stairs between Lee'.s . 
which used to be a, "muGk-hole Restaurant and Red Carpet 
of-a pond years ago,' \ hct said.' , . , Flowers to find BraRnet's nos-
Branner is the owner ofMel's talgic barbershop. He charges 
College Barber Shop; named $ 1.50 for children's haircuts and · 
after his father~ It is _located on $1.75 for-adults. · 
Ma.in Street above Red Carpet - A long mirro-r stretches the 
Flower's. His father opeQ.ed the length of the shop in front of 
shop in 1932 and Ray began the old-fashioned barbershop 
working in 1937. · · chairs. One of the many pictures 
. He points_ to the beanie again. outiining the mirror shows a.n 
'The girls' heads used to get cold · old ' 'Mel's· College Bar~er Shop" 
'UNH alumni and Durham barber· Ray Branner. (Stu Evans photo) 
in the winter, so .they had to sign. . 
wear blue and.white sto.cking Today, Branner has no adver-
hats instead of beanies," he said. tisements or signs. "I lose so 
best t'ood and fas~~st service, · 
said Br_ann.erf pointing to _iis , 
form~r ~lQ~atiq:n by the Franklin , . 
Fitness Center. "But UNH girls 
couldn't eat there because they 
only had stools, no b9oths. If 
was·a University poltcy," he said. 
~nterest in what the men were _ know anyo_ne on the team," he 
doing,·~ he said. · • · . , said. ~Oh sure, l~say 'Hi' an.d (hei -
Browsjng around the , pale g~sh-darn many.of th
1
em," he 
green walls of his barber shop, said. , . . 
Branner's customers_. take a trip Branner came to Durh.am in 
· into UN_H's l)istory. _ 1928. "The rules and regulations 
Black and white pictures of . of tht Unive,rsity are so differ~nt 
UNH's men's laeros.se te-am . today," he .$a-ip;; "I re.member 
· hang in one corne-r. '·•:A .Jot 6( ·when· womeri ha,d :_cuifew. I 
people think lacrosse is a _new think it was .· freshmen an•ci 
Once women gradJ,Iated from 
UNH they would have a ineal 
a_t the diner. It was exciting for 
_ them, said Branner. · 
.': ·Btao.ner·sai'd studenr:s 1hav~ ;, saY:'HJ,! biit it's nor:·the,1same.>f '~ 
'cha'nged a l9f in .the -past 58 •-'. Branner looks ·up at a" red'.pi1f 
years. "I used to be able to leave he has stuck up on his mirror._ 
my bike unlocked on Main · lt reads "I Love Durha-rn.'' · 
Street," he said.' !'People didn't Branner's face -ligh!s up as he 
steal back then. rm not saying .points to the bottom of the pin 
they woldn't take the· bike for where he taped t,he words, ... : 
a ride, but they'd return it," he Like Helli Do." 
. sai& "I put that on there;" he said .. sport. It isn't,"~ he,-said. , ~1 ,. _ sophomore girls that had to be 
_Branne'_r-.;pibk:S, .o;u•t a yo·ung :: i'n their dotms by' lp p·:m. -But 
man in the 1932 photo. He is · the boys could Stay out la~e," 
weat:il!g the number 4.0. "That's he said. . -
lt was. in the _ 196Q's ·ithat 
Branne_r saw . women getting 
their freedom. "What made ·:the 
difference is that womerl ·wok 
Stndents seem to be more in with a gri'n. He readjusts the 
. a hurry today, said Branner. "All blue beanie od the mari.neqain, 
- of the football players used to closes the shdp for t:he day, and 
be friends of mine. Now I d.on't . walks home down Main Street. Had Pease, as in Pease Air Force Forest Diner used to hay~ the 
M~n receives extra-heart 
St. Louis- A highly complex heart ~peration 
performed at the University of St. Louis Medical 
Center, has left a 44 year-old patient with two hearts, 
It is the first known operation of its kind: Doctors 
expect the arrangement to be permanent. The pl_an 
is for tl:ie new heart to take over the ailing ~eart' s 
activity. The operation was performed on Saturday. 
The St. Louis man is i;eportedly out of in~ensive 
c:are and walking around u_naided. : -
:p L·O _ gre.nade attack in 
Jerusalem 
Jerusalem-:- The Palestinia·n"Lib~ratiort Organ-
. iiation (PLO) hasdaimed responsibility for an 
attack Wednesday night along the Wailing Wall 
in Jerusalem's Old City. Witnesses said one or two 
grenades were lobbed from a passing car into a 
group of Israeli sold-iers and their families . The 
attack was apparently against ceremonies for elite 
Israeli army brigade. This marks the most ·serious 
PLO attack since 1984. 
ln the conf\lsion following the attac~, soldiers~ 
opened fire wtih automatic rifles. 15 Arabs are being 
held for questioning. Approximately 70 people 
were ,reported injured in the attack. 
Red Sox capture A.:L. 
pennant 
BOSTON- In case you\;e had your head 'buried 
for the last , two days, Boston has won the American 
League championship.. They drove it home Wed-
. nesday night with an 8-1 victo~y over .the Angels 
. at Fenway Park. This is the Sox's first championship 
in 11 years. 
The World Series will begin Saturday in Ne,w : 
York against the Mets. ·· · 
Scientists discover' gene 
that blocks form of 
cancer . 
Cambridge, Mass.- Scientists announced Wed-
nesday they have identified a gene which they believe 
inhibits growth of a cancer in hu!J1ans. The·y reported 
this is an important step in understanding li~reditary 
· cancers. The gene, located iri Chromosome 13, is 
the first known.to inhibit growth. -
· Scientists said the normal function of 'the gene 
is to prevent the growth of retinoblastoina, a form 
of eye cancer which occurs in young children. A 
_normal healthy person has two such genes. Through 
heredity a person may be born with one or none. 
In this case their chances of developing the can_cer 
would be greatly increased. . ... 
The discovery was announced by Dr .. Weinberg 
of the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research. 
Picasso's wife found dead 
Cannes, France:. The widow ~f artist PabloPicasso 
was found dead Wednesday at her. villa in Cannes. 
· JacqueEne Picasso apparently committed suicide. 
She was found in bed with an automa.tic pistol at 
her side. During the· last few months Picassso had 
reportedly suffered from depression. A close friend 
quoted Picasso as saying "I would rather die than 
to continue like this." · 
1 Jaqueline Picasso, 60, was living in the same 
~ chateau where her husband died in 1973 .. The house 
is filled with some of Picasso's great.est works. 
Ne-w piU ends pregnancy -
. GENEVA - A pill will be availabfe in France 
next yea:r which will terminate a pregnancy by 
starting menstruation and flushing the fer.tilized 
egg -mit of the mother. . 
The drug, called ,R U .486, is a steroid whqse 
.molecu-lar structlir~ is similar to progestft'or_ie; a 
hormone from the ovaries that turns off menstrua-
tion _and allows pregnancy. The drug will afrach 
itself to chemical receptors .in the uterus, and the · 
receptors wjll then not accept the progesterone. 
Menstruation will begin and the egg is removed: 
The drug has been tested on women in America, 
· Switzerland and elsewhere. After the drug causes 
memtruation, a woman's monthly cyde returns 
/to'normal. -
· · The drug is being developed by a French subsidiary 
o.f a Swiss company under the supervision of the 
World Health Organization. 
~~rbie gets controversial 
NEWFOUNDLAND~Residents of Newfound" 
land are furious over _Barbie die doll .and-her ·creator 
Mattel Inc: Apparently in Barbie's sticker album 
· there 1s a story titled "Afi!id Snow a'nd Ice''. in which 
}3arbie and her colleagues cover baby harbor seal-s 
with a_<;Iy7 to make them worthless to the "ruthless" fur trappers. Sealing bas been a. way of life for years 
in Newfoundland. . 
The fisheries minister of Newfoundland has asked 
Mattel to withdrawn the publication and he ~uggeted 
that · in the future Barbie should stick,to "Ken and 
cars and clothes." 
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Jewelry on -sale i11 t~e :MUB yesterday. (Stu Evans ·photo) 
/ Rudman call!2els, 
.slays in D.C. 
By Kristy Markey . 
New Hampshire U.S. Senator 
Warren Rudman cancelled his 
scheduled Oct. 15 v'isit to UNH. 
Rudman and Texas Senator 
Phil Gramni were supposed to 
address selected students and 
f~H;ulty members at McConnell 
from i0:00 to 11:00 Wednesday 
morning. Rudman and Gramm 
were to speak about . the 
Gramm~Rudman Act. _ 
'They notified us there was 
urgent business in Washington, 
and they would not be able to 
travel this week," said Maddy 
:Piper, secretary to Dean Carol 
Aldrich of the Whittemore 
Schee-l of Business. Piper did 
not know if they planned to 
reschedule. -
by a reception with Youth for 
Rudman at the New ,England 
. Center. Youtfi for Rudman is 
a branch of Rudma-a's campaign 
office, ~ot a registered student 
organization.' ✓-
"I feel this (Rudman's visit) 
was simply a media evenf to 
create a myth that today's s_tu-
dents support his very conser-
vative views," said .Rick Kohn, 
a gradua.te student. Kohn said 
approximately fifty students had 
planned a demonstration 
against Rudman' s visit. 
Handicapped get tuition break 
Rudman was unavailable for 
comment. He :canc::elled fund -
raising events in the area, said 
Piper. Rudman is running for 
reelection on November 4. 
Rudman · was scheduled to 
participate in a press conference 
Wednesday morning followed 
Heather Colby, chairpers.011 
of the Young Republicans said 
she was invited to the Youth 
for Rudman event, but could 
understan9 why uninvited stu-
dents would be upset. The 
protesters were going to foFus 
on Rudman's cuts to \non-
military programs, increases in 
military spending,.~military aid 
to contra terrorists in Nicaragua 
and the daily bombiog of civ-
ilians in El Salvador. 
By Alice A. Bilodeau . 
. Handicapped students who 
are not able to take a full course 
lo'ad each semester due to their 
disability now receive a 25 
pei:cent tuition waiver. · 
-- This new tuition policy for 
University han•cficapped stu-
dents became effective this fall. 
The waiver applies to fuH time 
students who are taking 12-13 
academic credits, instead of the 
usual lp, After the Handicapped 
Student · Service's office verifies 
, the disability, the .student must 
petition the business office. 
Medical reasons are die usual 
terms for verification. 
"I think the policy is a great 
idea," said SheUey Thorne, a 
senior handicapped student. 
"Disabled students· often have 
unexpected rriedical ·expenses 
due to their disability. The policy 
will also make it easier for 
disabled students to further 
their education at the pace their 
disability allows and at reaso-
nable costs." 
The tuition policy was recom-
mended by Emily Moore, chair 
person of the University's Di-
versity Committee. Brandee 
Kraft-Lund, UNH affirmative 
· action officer, helped develop 
the policy. · 
UNH has 100 disabled under-
graduates. Four students i;;et 
· eligibility requirements and 
received tuition waivers this 
semester. 
"This number of students that 
received the tuition waiver is 
important," said Kra.ft-Lund. 
"A considerable small number 
of students will be eligible each 
semester, but for this. handful 
of students the tuition ·wa1ver 
is a great accommodation." 
According to Federal law, 
universities must provide' reas-
onable accommodations for 
Resident halls 
fill to capacity 
By Marla G. Smith 
UNH resident halls are at 
·100.7 percent occupancy, accord-
ing to Director of Residential 
Life, Carol Bischoff. 
· -The recorded occupancy, 
which indudes all dorms-, the 
graduate dorm Babcock and1 the 
Undergraduate Apartment Com-
plex, is 455f students. This 
, includes 129 resident assistant 
single rooms. 1 . · 
"This is the lowest overbud-
geted capacity we've been at for 
10 years," said Bischoff. ' 
As of Oct. 3, 94.4 percent of 
the freshman class lives in the 
· residence-halls. There are 93-0 
freshmen and 1297 freshwo-
men. Upperclassmen are re-
presented in the residence halls 
by_993 men and 1332 females. · 
The Undergraduate Apart -
ment Complex filled its 392 
student beds, according to Bi-
schoff. "It is a 400-bed facility, 
but obvio-usly you must have 
staff," she said, referring' to the 
other eight b~ds. 
"We'te just as close as we can 
be, without being unde,r," she 
said. 
Bart Carither, who. has been 
a hall director in Lord for three 
-
years, said, "We don't have a 
lot of room changes. Things 
have become· progressively bet-
ter and easier to manage." 
Lord Hall has only two triple 
rooms, a~cording to Carither . . 
"We're' full," said Paul Hart, 
Babcock hall director. ·~we 
started this year with a long 
waiting list." 
In the past two years, Babcock 
has decreased its number of 
-under-graduate.s from· 45, ,to 5 
students. Hart says this is 
representative of a high demand 
for graduate housing. 
In Babcock few mom changes 
have_oc;:curred. Theonly changes 
are ones · concerning culture co-
ed situations. According to Hart 
there are two co-ed floors which 
have co-ed bathrooms. ·some 
. residents are from cultures that 
prohibit this co-habitation, and 
they must switch to an one-
sexed wing of the dorm. 
Denise Marcoux, ball director 
of the Upper Quad, said "For 
the most part students seem to 
be satisfied." Only one space 
opened in·the Upper Quad. This 
space will be filled from a 
student currently ltving in a 
triple room. 
handicapped -students . . "The 
tuition policy is a reasonable 
accomodation," said Kraft-
Lund. 
Another accommodation the 
U ni-~ersity offers handicapped 
students is priority scheduling. 
Kraft:-Lund said many dis-
abled.undergrads have problems 
scheduling more than three 
courses each semester. A dis-
abled student may have to pay 
for up to three extra semesters 
to earn enough credits to grad-
uate. 
"The university,~ should ex-
pand the tuition waiver ' to 
encompass the entire stµdent 
population," said David Rowe, 
senior. "It is absurd that anyone 
should have to pay for more 
than they are receiving from the 
institution." · 
The program will be evalu-
ated at the end of this academic 
year. 
Health Center 
passes · final . vote 
· By MaryBeth Lapin 
Governor John Sununu 's Ex-
ecutive Council has approved 
the University's -$2 .8 million 
health facility. , 
· .The Council's approvaJ was 
flfCe~•sary because certain fonds 
- for the new facility were bor-
rowed under state statutes. 
Vice President of Financial 
Affairs Lennard Fisk and Dean 
of Students J. Gregg Sanborn 
_ attended the Council meeting 
in Concord on Tues. Oct. 14. 
According to Fisk, the prop-
osal passed unanimously and 
unconditionally. Ftsk said he was 
pleased, but not very surprised. 
''Gregg (Sanborn) and I fully 
expected them !O approve the 
facility.(' 
, Fisk said he is personally· 
delighted because ''I've worked 
9n this project Jor two years." 
I ,· -
. r 
Hood House will be used for 
other University offices, Fisk 
said. It may become the new 
admissions building. 
The demolition of Wolff 
House · and Richards House is 
scheduled for next week. Con-
struction will begin later this 
semester. The health facility 
should be completed by Sep-
tember 1987. 
These Stoke students are two of 4-552 dorm ~esidents at UNH. (Stu Ev~ns' photo) 
Write for The New Hampshire 
------
- I -, - /"- '") 
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Alcohol awar-enes'snext· week 
T-Shirts 
• H~oded Pullovers • Totes • Baseba.11 Caps . 
• Sweatshu-is • Golf Shirts • Aprons -. Custom Designs · 
Plus Hundreds of Spedalty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Den, 
-603/ 431-8319 
3131 Lafay·ette Ro;:id I Rte 11 • PonsmouH, N H 
WALT DISNEY WORLD 
COLLEGE PROGRAM 
By Jon .La-rose 
The theme of October 20-26 
is "Drink With Intelligence" 
as part - of the tli(ird annual 
National .Collegiate Alcohol 
Awarnness Week. Kathleen 
Gildea-Dinzeo, co-chairperson 
of the UNH Drug Advisory 
Committee, said "many events 
hav'e been scheduled to bring 
this theme. to the attention of 
: the students and staff." 
~ · Current statistics show chat 
between 15 and 20 percent of 
college students are problem 
drinkers and an overall 80 
percent simply use alcoholic · 
beverages frequently. "The idea 
is to look at alternatives," said 
Gildea-Dinzeo. "And to lee 
people know they can have a 
. good' time without alcohol." 
Throughout the week the 
Drug Advisory Committee will 
have non-alcoholic Beverage 
Bars set up in different buildings • 
on campu~. Students and staff 
will be available with informa-
. tion involving alcohol/ drug use 
and chemical dep€ndency. 
Information points will be 
set up at street intersections-and 
c~mpus parking ldts with DAC 
members handing out book-
marks and drunk driving infor-
mation. 
Stoke Hall residents will 
attempt co abstain from ·drink-
ing qn Friday: October 24 a·s part 
of the second annual . Stoke 
Orink-Ouc. ·Gildea-Dinzeo will 
conduct breathalizer testing to 
determine the winners. She 
hopes residents will take this 
time to reevalunfr their values 
towards, akohol.-
Tlie week will end with a non-
alcoholic beverage recipe con-
test on Thursday, October 23, 
at 6:30 p.m. in Jessie Doe-
Hall.The winning drink will be 
served Friday in Stillings Dining 
Hall. A Half and Half party_, 
where students dress half formal 
and half informal, Thursday 
night from 9 to 12 io the MUB 
PUB will e·nd the week. Now 
Sound Expi;ess will • DJ the ·free 
event. 
A destroyed automobile from 
a recent alcohol-related accident 
will be on the lawn near the ' 
Kent State Memorial in front 
of the MUB throughout the 
. week reminding everyone of the 
dang€-rs of driving while intox-
icated. · 
Walt Disney World Co. Representatives will· 
present an information _session on the Walt 
0isney World College Program, Friday, 
Pe~ce Corps trains others 
·• ~ ' • • -'' ' • ·• I • • 
October,24 at 8:00 am. -
. Interviews.for spring internship positions will 
be scheduled after the information· session. 
. Targeted majors include: Hotel/Restaurant, 
Business, Speech Communication and 
Recreation. Contact Ray Goodman for more 
information, 862-,.3304. 
~ alt ftl)isney Ulor~d® 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
c 1985 WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS 
ONTHESPOT 
' By S. Kinney . 
'---.. 
For 25 years_ Peace Corps 
volunteers have helped train 
people in developing countries 
to help themselves. 
On Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. recruiting · 
officer, Randy McDonald will _ 
sho.w .a film about three Peace 
Corps volunteers · in NepaJ, 
Nigeria and Colombia to poten-
tial UNH recruits. 
"You work your way out of 
a job, by · training someone else 
to do the job," said MacDonald. 
Volunteers must be at least 
18 years old. M~Donald said a 
college degree is not required, 
but a student should have some-
thing special .to offer. 
After filling put an applica-
tion, a nomination and then an 
· invitation is needed. 
Onc_e invited·, the volunteer 
lives with a family in the country 
he or sht is assigned to. During 
this time -the volunteer under-
g~es a cross-culture and lan-
guage session. 
Some of the most desirable 
graduate degrees are those in 
chemistry, physics, special ed-
ucation, engineering, agriculture 
and languages. , .. 
MacDonald served in the 
Common Wealth· of Dominica 
from November 1981 to January 
. of 1985. While assigned to the 
Ministry of Forestry, Wildlife 
and National Parks, MacDonald 
was reponsible to the .director 
of that division. 
During· his first year MacD0:. , 
nald helped farmers clear timber 
off their land after a hurricane. 
The timber '.and its by-products 
helped. pay for the cost df the 
project. MacDonald aJso spent 
time training his replacement, , 
·"I've probably never felt so 
netded; loved and usefuLas 
when I was thete," said Mac-
Donald . 
In addicon to gaining personal 
and professional experience, the 
Peace Corps offers other benef-
its. During their two ye~r service 
volunteers receive ~ living a1., 
lowance, paid travel and train2. 
ing, complete medical car~, and 
a post service readjustment 
allowaqce of $4,200 ($175 per 
month served). . 
Last year UNH recruited 3 5 
students. UNH was 11 out of 
7,0 schools for recruiting, which 
MacDon~-ld said is-i' '·'pretty 
good." · 
·For more information or an 
application contact Randy Mac-
Donald at Wolfe House or call 
862~ 1880. ,. 
How dO you think President Reagan should have 
hilndled last weekend's summit? 
ff/ think' it was excellent 
tht Reagan stood his 
ground and did not let us 
get pushed around~" 




ff Reagan should have 'put 
off-the SDI (Star Wars') 
because it Wa$~ 't going to 
_ be imple,f!lented for 10 
years anyway.'~ 
_:_~eil Cqlstad 
.· .. · _ _ se,t~~ 
Communications 
·,L 
ffl-thought the Russians 
backed off the dealbecause 
they are so far begind in 
technology." , 
~Glenn. Fogg 
qass of 1985 
ffl think , he handled it 
appropriately_. We can't 
sacrifice our testing. We 
have to develop our advan-
tage to keep them from a 
first strike." ·· 
7 MikeScala 
Junior ·_ 
. Liberal Arts 
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Class conductS drug survey 
/ 
By Beth Ineson 
If you were offered a job that 
required a drug test would you 
take it? , 
This is one question oh the 
_drug testing survey a group of 
students win conduct Oct. 20 
through Oct. 22. 
. The survey is part of Profes-
sor Chris Poulson's or~aniza-
'tional behvior class. It will be 
_ ·used as a group's project but may 
have wider implications con-
cerning the standing drug pol-
icies at UNH. 
Gwup member Sherie Schaef-
er said that it is important for _ 
stu.dents to•' know what they 
might be facing· when they 
graduate a·nd start working. "We 
· wanted to do something that 
would be helpful to other stu-
dents and also informative," she 
said. _ 
Three hundred sets of results 
will he rompilecl hy six group 
me1nbers. The group wtll try 
to get a cross-section of student 
opinion by questioning people 
outside the MUB, Kingsbury 
Hall, and Dimond Library. 
The Dean of Students Office 
and the PULSE survey off ice 
hav-e both ·helped the group 
compile the information neces-
sary to complete the survey. The 
questionnaire itself must be 
approved by. both offices before _ 
it may be given. . _ _ 
. The information generated 
by the survey will be the focus 
of a classroom presentation but 
may also , be._ used in connection 
. with a student senate resolution. 
Currendy the Health and 
Human Services and the Judicial 
Policy Commission of the senate 
are writing a res0lution about 
the new UNH.drug·policy. Deb 
Lapin, chairperson of the.Ju-
dicial Policy Commission called 
the standing policy "totally 
ridiculous." 
If the survey is a success, the 
results will be submitted to ~he 
Dean of Students as a direct 
indicator of student opinion. 
Combined with the resolution, 
a full range of student views 
would be represented. 
Lapin is enthusiastic about 
the possible combination. She 
called the survey "a very gootl 
idea. The more support we get 
the better," she saia. 
· -Schaefer, also a inember of 
the Judicial Affairs Commission, 
is cautiously optimistic. ''.Al-
thoue;h the survey itself may not 
change any policies," she said, 
"I hope it will influence the drug 
policy in a way that officials of 
the school could understand how 
the students feel." 
' , , ,E_·,JA_T·, ·HE-,·.:R r·•l - L -M / ··· 
· ... - ..--- ,. ' ' ... _ .... 
"SLIM 
SKIRT 
A wardrobe essential for campus, our soft yet deadly · 
26 inch little skirt is fashioned to take you .fa-classes 
or to a weekend blow-out. Dressed up with a silk blouse 
or cooled down with a denim jacket, it is as ve_rsatT!e _ as 
-you are. 
Choose from frre_ red, steel grey or jet black.: 
- Junior sizes from 3/4 to 13/14. Limited time 
· purchase. Order now! 
A GREAi "OUT OF AMERICA" VALUE AT ONLY 
$55. EACH 
END CHECK OR MONEY o ·RDER TO: 
, $99. f OR2 
MC, VISA, AM~X ORDERS CALL 
-1-800-521~1230-
TOLL FREE 
Ask.about our ''(}ut of America" T-shirts 
CALENDAR 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 17 
Men's_ Hockey-at Bo~ding Green 
Women's Cross Couhtry~at Connecticut w /PC · 
Men's Soccer-vs. HARTFORD, 3 p.m. 
.New Hampshire Internationai Seminar- '...'Brazilian Democracy 
and Foreign Relations,'-' David Fleischer, Universidade de 
Brasilia. Room A218, Paul Arts, 4 p.m. 
Gou.rmet Dinner-Granite State Room, MUB, 6:30 p.m. 
Faculty Lecture Series-"The Family: Traditions in..,_ Transition." 
Elizabeth Falvey, Assistant Professor of Education~, New 
England C:enter, 8 p.m. _ _ _ _ ~--',. _ _ . _ _ 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18 
Football-Open elate· - ~ · i. •• ·- ,. " , 
Men's Hockey-at Bowling Green 
Women's Fteld Hockey-at Massachusetts 
' . 
_ Women's Tenn:is-at Vermont, Seaboard Champfon~hips 
Wome~·s Soccer-vs. VERMONT, 1 p.m .. 
Gourmet_ Di~ner~Granite State Room, MUB,_ 6:30 p.m.' 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 19 , ... 
Seacoast NHMT A-Bratton_ Recital .Hall, Paul Ans·, 3 p.m. 
MUSQ Film-"To Forget Venice." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, non-students $2 . .:.. . . 
UNH Symphonic Band & Symphony Orchestra-Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m: · . , 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 20 
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week-Through Oct. 
26. _ 
Arts Lecture-Professor' Daniel Lettieri will present a hew 
interpretation of Giogione's La Tempesta. Room A218, Paul 
Art~, 12:30 p.m. , . . , . 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21-
Men's Soccer-at Bqsto.r:i University 
• ~ .... _'' /. \ -:.:.'!;'.:_•',;-' ~,~ ... ':, . ~1 .• ~ ·\.-.,.::;_ _; 
Wom~p's Studies Seminar Se'rid'-"Wo_men: T1?,.e,J ong Lasti_ng · 
Ones. Betty Roberts, f?ept. of Sooal Service and Denise 
Conners, Dept. of Nursing. Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 
12:30-z p,m. 
Studertf Recital #l~Br'atton Recital Hall/ Paul Arts, 1 p.Il). - · 
Women's Field Hockey-v·s. HARVARD, 3 p.m. 
Women's Tennis-vs: CONNECTIC1:JT, 3:30 p.m. · 1 
CALENDAR INF:ORMA TION MUST .BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(OBSERVE DEA~ LINES ON PROPER FORMS) · 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published ~nd distributed semi:. · 
weekly throughout the 'academic year. Our offices are located in R?om· 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business __ 
Office hours: Monday - F'riday IO am - 2 pm. Academic year s~bscription: 
;,24 .00. Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 03~24. A?v~rusers should 
check their ads t he first day. The New Hampshire will m no case be -
·responsible for typograph•,:al or other errors, but will reprin~ that _p~rt 
;f an advertise·rrient in which --a typographical error appears, 1f nouf~ed 
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address chaHges to The New Hampsh,re, _ 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, Nli 0382_4. 10,000 copies prin.ted per issue_ 
.by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. · 
~································~············ . - . • • : - Please join us for an open house at th.e Durham : 
• , Unitarian-Universalist Fello wship, Oct. 23rd at 7:30 • 
-: PM, 20 Madbury Road.We are a liberal religious group ! 
_: in conservative times. Faculty and students invited. -; 
• • • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
RESEARCH 
Send $2 for -catalog _ of 
over 16,000 topics to -ass -
is i your research efforts. 
For info .. ca'll toll- free 
1-800-621-5745 Un 111-
in•ois call :312-,922-0300). 
Authors' 'Res·e~rch, Rm, 600-N, 
407 S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605 · 
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.. . -. . .. . - .. . . " -. Nahin to "diSCt.t'SS OilCES, . . · .. · .. . . ... •,.:, '11-------.....,.....~-~~-----------------1 ·· Shroud hf TtiiiH-
, ' ACAI,)EMIC ,. . . ~E~:J'~ "i.,,," 
NEW PERIODICALS AT DIMONp UBRARi:., £~-NiATIO:NAL.: COL[~GIATE ALCOHOL lfWARE-
Affila, Cognitive Rehabilitation, Growers _Rev~e11/ ( N'.ESS ,.WE~,!<:.: Spqpsored by Drug Advisory 
Marketletter, Horticulture Week', ·-Jo;..i·n4,'t of . Committer.''/ , -. _,_. }:: · ' .. 
Education Camputing, Journal of Pediatric Nursing, Alcohol ln;fdfm~doo; Distribution · Points: Mon---
L?gacy, Person,-centered Review, Recurring Bib - day, October l0, Main -Street and MiH Road, 3:30~ 
liography of Hypertension, Tufts Univ_ersity Diet 4:30 p.m, and Tuesday, October 21, A Lot, 7:30-
& Nutrition Letter~ -8:.30-a.rn. , . .. . · 
. .. . . : . · . :' ' Alternativ_e Beve·rage Bars: Monday, October 
DISCovery COMPUTER CONSULTING: DIS~ -~- 20, Sti-llings,'4 -6,;p .m. and Tuesday, October 21, 
Cover now offering a consulting ·service to students . .. Ham 'Smith, 10:30. a.m:-1:30 p.m. and Huddleston, 
If you have a computer-related question or problem, ,, 4:30-6:30 p,m. . . · · 




available in. the MUB to answer questions regarding 
academic programs and requiremeQt~ '.;:Mondays, ., 
top floor table', noon-2 p.m. and 'Fues,day-~.; near_'· 
cafeteria, l l a.m. to · l p.m. · · . _ ', · . ·,· 
20, 2A Lo'!nge, Williamson, 7 p.m. 
' ' ' 
WOMEN, STRESS AND HEALTH: Sponsored 
by_ Bealth Education. Workshop directed tow_ards 
specific· women's issues, stress, and lifestyle 
rhanagement for women in the 80's. A look at 
pressures and possibilities of being a female student , 
at UNH. Monday, October 20, South Lounge, ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
Congreve; 7 p.m. · · 
MEN'S CLUB VOLLEYBALL TEAM : Organiza~ . . 
tiooal meeting.::come prepared to play! Tuesday, DON'T LET.STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU: 
November 4, New Hampshire Hall Gym, 7,_: 30 p.m. . Sponsored by H _ealth Education. Overview and 
· , ··-- ., ••' discussion ofstvess/sfressors and their effects on 
GAREER - mental/physicalhealth along with various coping 
GRADUATI_NG SENIORS/GRAD STUDE.NTS: 
The second employer listing-covering recruiters 
coming to campus lletwe~n November 17 and 
Decem9er 12 is now available in Career Planning 
& Placem~nt Office, Huddleston. . . 
WHICH CAREER FOR ME?: ~ponsored by Career 
Planning & Placement. Small group workshop for 
the undecided s.tudent. Tuesday, October. 21, Room 
203, Huddleston, 4:30-6:30 p.m. Sign-up basis only, 
call 862-2010. 
HOW TO_ INTER VIEW WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Career Planning & Pla'cement. Tuesday, October 
.21, Forum Room, Library, 7-9 p.m. 
GENERAL : 
KERYGMA-BIBLE STUDY PROGRAM:.Spon-
sored by United Campus Ministry . Learn about 
the _ Bible _and its contemporary meaning and 
signific~nce. Sundays, Waysm€et, 15 Mill Road, 
7 p,m. Open to all. 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP HOURS: Tuesdays, 
Room 14A, Hubbard, (just inside the east side 
entrance) 4-7 p.m. Everyone is welcome to stop 
by and pick up some great food. · 
MUSIC POTLUCK: Sponsored by Non-Traditional 
Student Program. Enjoy-makiqg music, informal 
jamming, or just listening . Bring along any 
instrument you have. Tuesday, October 21, Un-
derwood House, 5:30~8 p.m. Information: 862-
3647. 
; 
. . . I . 
TRICYCLE RACE FOR UNITED WAY: Spon-
sored by UNH Greek System: 100 yard tricycle;! 
race down Madbury Ro/l-9· Teams ·of 4. Prizes and 
: refreshments. Sunday, November 2, Madbury Road, 
1-3 p.m. $10 entry fee per team. Proceeds benefit 
Southeastern N.H. Alcohol and Drug .Abuse 
Program. ,,,. 
NH OUTING CLUB SKI SALE: The Granite Sta,te 
Room in the MUB is going-to be packed 'full of 
skis at fantastic prices on Nqvember 13, 14, ~nd 
15! . ' 
. NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE'SUBMIT-
' TED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-
• ·-. • ¥ • ~ • • .• , 
skills, strategies and time management. Tuesday, 
Oqober 21, Sackett, 7 p.m. · 
STRESS AND LIFESTYLE MANAGE.MENT: 
Sponsored by Health · Education. · 4 sessions. 
Identification of stressors and the student's own 
stress levels, presentation of coping skills, learning 
new coping strategies, relaxation technique_s and 
lifestyle assessment and lifestyle management skills. 
Tue~days, October 21 ,' 28, November 4, 18, 
Conference Room, Health Services, 1-2 p.m. Intake 
interview required, call 862-3823. 
MEETINGS 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL A MERICA MEET-
ING: Do you know what's happening in Central 
America? Learn, educate and act! Tuesdays, Room 
124, Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST MEETING: 
Tuesday Night Live. Tuesdays, Room 207, Hortori, 
7-8:30 p.m. 
t 
· CATHOUC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MEET-
ING: P·articipate _in pra1yer and activities. W_ed-
nesdays, Catholic Student Center, 7 p.m. 
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Discuss 
trip to Rockingham Park, Monday, October 20, 
Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 5-6 p.m. 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS CLUB MEETING: Open 
to all Republicans age 18-40. Monday, October 
20, Carroll Room, MUB, 7 p.ri1. · 
, DEMO.CRATIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
MEETING: Plan for upcoming events and,to recruit 
hew members. Tuesday, October 2-1, Carroll Room, 
7 p.m, ·· 
SKI SALE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: NH 
Outing Club looking for anyone interested in helping 
out with annual Ski Sale, November i3, 14, 15. 
We need your help! Tuesday, October 21, Room 
129, NHOC ()ffice, MUB, 7 p . .m. 
COALITION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE . 
·· MEETING: F,.-anc·is kearriey speak,ing about The 
Great Perate March. Other issues discussed. 
Wednesday, October 22, Hillsborough Room, MU8, ,. 
-· 7 p.m. lnformatiofl: Tony Nevin,_862-3193. 
ITI-ES; ROOM 322, MUB. (OBSERVE DEAD-
LINES 'ON PROPER FORMS) · 
' ,· •··. ·;_, ,,. ·1'. :••, . ··.·. '\" 
By Pauli~a .C~fli~s . 
· The Interdisciplinary Facul.ty 
Group will feature a lecture on , 
"The Mysteries of the Shroud 
of Turin" given by Paul Nahifl; 
associate professor of Electrical 
Engineering today at UNH. 
"The Interdisciplinary Group 
is an infor.mal get together 
primarily for faculty, which 
allows members of different 
disciplines to get together and 
share va,rious opinions and ideas 
with one another," said philo-
sophy professor, Timm Triplett, · 
who orga'nizes the lectures. 
. For the past twelve years the 
lectures have been held at the 
home of John Beckett, Forbes 
professor emefitus of manage-
ment. Althongh he is now 
retired and . no longer organizes 
the lectures, Beckett ·still offers 
the use of his home. 
_"We get together about every 
other week," said Triplett. "Any-
interested faculty member may . 
j9in." 
"The Shroud of Turin is 
alleged to be the burial shroud 
of Jesus Christ and his image 
is thought to .have in some 
mysterious way been applied 
to this cloth," said Triplett. ' 
"The .shroud, which is now 
the possession of the Catholic .. 
Church in Turin, Italy, is 14 feet 
· tall and about three and a half 
feet wide," said Nahin. 
"The full body 'view, both 
front and back of a man, can be 
seen when -you look · at the 
shroud," said N ahin. -"You can 
see what appear.s to be blood 
coming (rom his head, a wound 
· in bis side and flogg-ing marks 
. T 
v. 
on his back." 
According to Nahin, people 
who believe in the shroud "think 
Christ was wrapped in . the 
shroud and a sudden bufSt of 
. raehation impose-d his image · 
onto it, then Christ went -to 
Heaven." · · 
The first photQgraphs of the 
shroud w~re taken by an Italian 
photog,raphe,r in 1,898. "The 
.image on the shroud is v~ry faint 
and difficult to see," Nahin said. 
The image is a negative image. 
According _r,o ~ahi~,~looking at 
a photgraphic negat.ive __ of the 
image reveals a positive image. 
In this way the out,line of the 
man becomes much clearer. 
Thefe are mrny arguments 
as to the authenticity of the 
shroud. . 
"Some say the image looks 
more like a painting than an 
actual body impression," Tri-
plett said. "Others argue for th~ 
shroud, saying the fact that the 
man is crucified through the 
wrists · and not the hands makes 
it mo.re believable." 
'Tm a natural skeptic," Tri-
plett s1a-id, "but the shroud of 
Turin is a fascinating :relic. I'm 
imere~ted in it either way." 
. - Nahin said experiments have . 
been done with actual cadavers, 
crucifying them both through · 
th~ hands and through the 
• wrists. Results showed that a. 
body crucified through the 
hands was unable to· sustain its 
own weight. "The body must 
be crucified through the wrist," 
Nahin said. · 
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LOGA 
CONNECTION. 
~ .conco~d Trailways wilftake yo·u right to your - -·_J 
terminal from Durham, and -pick ·you up when you 
· - .return. No rese.rvatiohs are necessary. 
rDurtj~JnlO ~o~~n ' : ' Log~n 'p Qurha'.11 
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!- . . POSITIONS AVAILABLE ' j· · 
I I ' Cr·otched Mountain Rehabilitatidn Cent~t! in-~Greenfieid; New,. : . 
1. Hampshire, is in the proces$ of opening nine group home faciliti~ 1 : 
I on its mountain top campus. We are seeking to fill a number 1 I of staff positions which are ideal opportunities for college st~~ents .. . I 
-. I · _ seeking: _ · , · ,1; 
I · *meaningful work •t competitive wages · ,. ·, . ~ 1 
I *ftexible hours : -I 
1 *low cost honsing and meals , I 
: *college tuition assistance available > t ..Ji' r 
I U: yo~ are interes·te·d in helping others in a growing, c-~:r\ng ~- ,, 1 
I community, ·then we encourage you to call our personnel1cfffic'e) ; f , 
1 at 547-3-311 or write to Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center, I 
1. · Inc~, Gr'8nfield, NH.83047. ,. .:' . . ' ' ·: ,· ( ~- <} '. 
·• I .' --l.;-7'"'~~-~~~-,~~.-:-~-~~;~t.,.-t·~i"r~t.~t':"-t1· -~.tt,Ti; 
.. :~.. • -~ ~- • '{ "" r':; 
] .:40.~M ·. -~:3R~M _ 8:,~,~i i~l- 10:30AM 
''9:40 AM ' l1:30AM 12:15 PM 2:'30,p·~ 
2:00 PM 11:40,.AM 
1:40PM 
4:30 PM I 
·a~3b' PM '4:0Q .PM ,16'.;}QJ'M E 
s:3.o PM tf1 s ·PM 'tL8o p-~x I 3:40 PM 
. 5:40 PM 7:30PM . . 8:15PM 10:30PM t· ---~-----~---~------------
CONCO 
'TMIIJ, 
" -. . 9~rham,,1~.H. . . . 
~Youn.,g~s .Re:Staurant 4B Marn: S1Feet -
!~ t . . , (.) '·-(603) 8~·~~2688 . /, 
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- .i' . ', \ - ' ' . . ' . . 
orienteering me~t 
I ·- · ~ · . · r B.y Kevin Carlsqn 
Arined with only a map, 
hiking boots, and their own keen 
sense of-direction, pe()ple ages 
3 to. 70 w·ill take to the College 
Woods when the New Hamp-
shire Chapter. of the New Eng-
land Orienteering Club holds 
. a meet on Sunday, Ocr.-26_. 
The New England Orienteer-
ing Club was formed around 
1973; Tpe New Hampshire 
Chapter has been informa!ly 
active for about five yea'rs, 
according to. leader, Don Singer. 
. He said national meets attract 
between 300 and 500 partici-
pants but expected about 75 to 
show for 'the College Woods' 
meet. 
, Four courses, ranging from 
beginners to experts will be at 
the meet, Singer said. The 
beginners course will be rela-
tively short (1-2 · km) he said, 
and it.will be mostly on trails. 
The experts course will cover 
6.5 km in the College Woods. 
It will include many difficult 
route choices for the advanced 
competitors. These advanced 
competitors sometimes run 
through the entire course, Sin-
ger said. He encouraged all 
people to come because about 
half the field will enter recrea- · 
tionally and walk through the 
course at a leisurely pace. 
"It can be-enjoyed equally by 
the woods. . 
Senior citizens, college stu-
dents, and children can all be 
on the same course at the same -
time, each .working at a different 
pace. "It can be a real family 
event," Singer said. 
Singer hopes to get UNH 
students interested in orienteer- · 
ing. He says it ·is a "great 
activity" for people who enjoy 
· maps or cross-country, or. for 
anyone :who uses the College 
Wood,s. He also encourages 
beginners'. 
Instruction in readin·g map 
and possibly µsing compasses 
will begin at 10:00 a.m. during 
registration. 'iThe best instruc-
. tion, though," he said, "might 
not be as good as trying it out." 
. Sir::iger said other orienteering 
events are available. In the · 
spring and fall, he said, there 
is usually one event each wee- ./ 
kend somewhere in New Hamp-
shire or Massachusetts. This" 
· winier, cross-country ski orien- . 
teering meets willbe held in Fox 
Forest in Hillsboro, in Bear 
Brook in Allenstown, and, in 
late January or early February, 
. in the College Woqds. _ 
The fee for the Oct. 26 meet 
is $3.00 per individual and $6.00 
per famjly. For further infor-
mation, call ~83-2611 or ,868-
5463. 
I . · ~/c S;,,I . '($ · I 
I \ . , _ . I 
I . . . . · . I 
1HA.MBORGERS1 
. : . that'll bring you to your knees; . : 
I . I 
I ~!IIIL. · I 
1· ~---=~~-~ I 
I ~~- I 
- ~~~ I . 
I I 
I I . 
I I 
I I 
I ~...--- i i 
I I 
I ~~~~ I 
1 at a price that'll bring you to your feet . I --
: Buy 1 get 1 FREE! ·: 
I Order one hamburger-plate anc.'. get the second one free I 
I · When yo.u bring ·in this ad. . I 
-I Open daily from 1) :30 am, Sun~ays from 11 :00 am I 
I CENTRAL AVENUE• DOVE R I 
L--- Offer'valid with this coupon. Expires N~v.15, 1986 · - - - .I 
/ 
young and old," Singer said. •:••••~••••••••••••••••••••-!,••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•••••••-= 
Parents are encourage to bring --=== ----- ' if;::..------. 
their children because a "string ■ --=========-- ■ 
course'' will be i aid out for 2- ■•.: __ ""'""=-;;;;~~~=9 - ..._._,.....,.E· 0 ,'E1WE _ ■.:• . 5 year olds. The children will dF _ _ simply follow a string. They will - Jiill · ·• · ■ I 
learn to foUow directions and F 11 ll!!J ___ ,,,. I · ·y I •• 
u_se their sense o.f.directionin i • . ~-- -1-l· ""----~ J _ . ' f ■115 
RIIIARCil . PAPIRI : ~~~/2=-- ~-~ ---8':J~ 1&00 ......__..__. - i 
16,278 to choose from -all • " · · ·· · • 
s u bjeds I : [;~!==~=~~=:.:.:.:.:.:.-: , . ,. : 
. 0 rd er cat a I og to day with c======:__-=====- c:l · '-__ _;___:..---------- : 
- . Visa/MC or COD ;-;;;;;=-;==._========::I '================: 
in Calif. (213) 477-8226 : • 
· or rush $2.00 to: ■ · =~..---==- -------✓- : 
R • ~==illlr' 
~-..:..---~ .?, 7 • 
E;)search .As$istance : 7 c:=.=====7 ___ : , 
11322 lgaho Ave. #206-SN, ■ ■ 
Los Ange]es, CA 90025 : : ,, 
Custom research also • • 
available-all levels . 
-
~ VIDEO MOVIE ,PALACE •. l 
• • . . ' '-, Light _up t~e • • ! DELIVERY 75¢ MOVIES VIDEo ·cAMERAi ·• ========== ============ ================·  • pages:of • • 
.;MON-THU-CALL 200 SPECIALLY $25.00 A DAY· ! \· 
.:BEFORE 5:45 PM - MARKED MOVIES i 
• • • 
:DELIVERED TITLES INCLUDE:.,- $10.00 DEPOSIT FOR i 
·: BETWEEN 5 &-7 PM KRAMER vs. KRAMER ALL RESERVATIONS : 
• • 
!$2.50 Per Movie, ICEMAN PICTURE I.D. AND ! 
: No· Discounts SUPERMAN 1-3 ' : 
• CREDIT CARD • 
foURHAM, LEE, MA~?H~tr REQUIRED I 





i GANDHI - $5 .. 00 i 
, '-
I -868-1606 VIDEO MOVIE PALACE, LOCATED IN THE I 
i ·. , . '- . . C CAMPUS GAME CENTER, MAIN ST. DURHAM :-
._ ___________ ··················••·••··························································~·············" 
take photos 
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nno 
· A Dover, tradition 
· ol linedining · · 
· Jack ffatttton1 or'(gina( luncfteoneffe l9Ji -iJ 
Din·ne.r paily ... always featuring a special 
_Garden Fresh Salad Bar 
10% discount on all_ meals with valid -student ID . 
Lounge open untiJ legal closing 
.. 
, _Ma5ter Charge American Exprcu 
16 Third Street 749-4585 Dover,N.H. 
Little Sister. Rush 
($~~~) 
Starts: Monda-y, 
October 20th ·. 
:OOp. ·m.-1 O:OOp. 
Meet the Sisters and 
Brothers 
andjoin thefu'n!: · 
' : ' . _, ... · , 
. . . 
' . . 
' -{f~_:]t~~: - . . - . . . . . . - . ' - . , . ~ ·r .· · . -~~~I ~ fo 
_:~----- - _ . l~ARN 
/ 
122·LAFAYETTE RD., RT. 1, N. HAM PTON, NH 03862 • (603) 964-./ 1 1 :> 
\() infinity. SM 120· 
/. 
• 12" 3-way with 4." midrange and · l" High 
· Output PolyceH tweeter. _ · 
• Front-mounted .crossover _controls. · 
• Handsome rosewood vinyl . cabinets with beveled . 
· · edges .and grills~ · -_ 
• Ultra bi.gh-efficiency: 97db @ 1 ~att, l _ meter. 
• Suggested _ Retail: $3~9 each. 
. ' . ' . 
These ·rock boxes have immen~e volume 
for little power! 
Regular Pdce $698/ pair 
- Price $-599 / pair --~-·  
BACK TO SCHPOL SPECIAL 
AT&T PC 6300 LIMITED OFFER 
--- -----
. A special inventory of AT&T PC 6300's Model CPU2 (Dual Floppy) equipped with 256K of 
RAM are being made available.for sale to Educational Institutions at a one~time special price 
of $1,268.00. · - · · 
.The PC 6300 Processor~ are expa~dable t~ 640K R~M. and include a monochr~ine 'monitor 
and keyboard (128K socketed, f28K soldered RAM) and MS/DOS 3.1:: . 
There·are only a limited amount of these units available, and the orders will be processed on · 
. a first come first serye basis. · 
As you might expect, these units will nqt last very long. So act now while supplies last. 
Any questions, please call Jane Parker at 603-644-2049. 
. . . . . 
STUDENT NAME _· _______ ·. STUDENT iQ ----~--
SHIP TO: STREET_~~-----~~-------
CITY _________ STATE ___ - ZIP __ _ 
TELEf'HONE ( __ ) -. ___ _ 
Quantity( 
Mail To: AT&T 
PLEASE ENTER MY ORDER FOR THE FOLLOWING: 
)- SPECIAL PACKAGE O PC~6300 CPU 2 (3703-E21 ), MONITOR (37313); 
KEYBOARD (.37301) MS/DOS GW BASIC (1021-pg). 
TOJ AL PRICE $1,268,00 (includes shipping) 
4 Bedford Farms 
Bedford, _NH 03102 
ATTN: M. Chatfield 
Ai<JTE: A certified check or mqr:,ey order payable to AT&T must ac~omf)any.this order. 
. \: -
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1986yea~books out .· neXt week 
By Mark _D'esRochers 
The Granite, the University's 
award winning yearbook, is . 
here, containi9g all Qf last year_' s 
best memories. ·. · 
Starting Monday, Oct. 20, 
students can pick up their copies 
af the Granite off ice in room 
) 25 of the MUB from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
·_, The· past two yearbooks have 
won ~wa,rds in the prestigious 
P rinters I~dustry'·of America 
contest. In 1984, th e_ Grani ~e 
~-took second place out o f-.all 
college ye"arbooks. Last year they 
placed third. · 
Th~ - theme of this year's 
Gra11ite is "Time", as -in time 
spen t at UNH. As: in the past, 
the yearbook will feature bla.ck 
and w hi t-e and c,olor photo-
graphy, seasonal features, 
sports, Greek events, arts: and 
p~otographs of last year's _se 0 
rnors . 
. Next . years publication· is 
· already under way. The theme 
is the "Pulse of UNH." 
"The G r:1!:i ~0' 1~ r• 1r h ,r stU-
~o_. 9 o . - . - ~ e • o III o o • • O_!. G · o • o ••• -• • • • ··• • • • ·,• , • ~• . ... . l ycra Tights 
Sale 
: Cannondale Reg · 
:(:Pin Stripe Reg $40 · 
·: Color Stripe $49 




· $27 -: 
, .. Catexe Solar Com~'· .. 
. • :'\, 
puter ---~-
, .. :,,. 
cf "\· $39.95 
•. < Cycling Jackets -.· o-·. 
•: 25% off . .. , 
.•. Mona-rk •'· 







dents and we are always looking 
for help and input," editor-in-
chief Jodi-AnnJohnson said. 
"After all, the pulse of .the 
University comes from ~the 
·students' en'thusiasm.''' · 
All students · wishing to have ' 
an 85-86 yea.rbook cah pick one 
up at the Granite office. Seniors 
who pick up their Granite before 
·Oct. 3 r will not be charged. 
Other interested students can 
purchase their Granite for five. 
dollars. 
HOURS : 
,Monday - ·Friday 9-5 
Saturday 9- 12 
. •~ . -. 
!•o o e•o ~ •••••••~•••see ,eo o,G e ee~s• o o~ 
Unless You've .Got Box Scat~, T-he Best.View Of ., 





Sharp color reproduc- . 
tions 
available in: 
~8½ X 11 / 8½ X J4@ 




D URHAM CQPY• Speed 
Jenkins Court 868-103'1 • Economy 
- , __ Im nliS I 
, ,' ~~Ka lJ 
-~ - ~ RESTAURANT 
' Main Street 
. Newmarket, N.H. 
Qua-lity Homecooked 
meals, soups and 
de,sserts at very 
afford ~ble prices 
MONITOR TVS 
r roton 61 3 high , Pc-.0h ,t inn 1 J i11r h r nlnr 
111<i11it<lf IV w ill} wi1PIC?',;c; ,·prnnte (ri r..p, htiq l 1l 
11ir lwr liYP 11nllii119 yr111 ·vP WPll 7;tc,rr $419 
NEC 2020 90 inrli ~0lnr 111n11itn1 -IV with ,,11 
MT<; -;IP1Pn '.OU!ld ,;y-;te-111 ;m(i n flrit '-ri11nw 
!11t1r fn1 lrl r rP.nwd rii<l1HPj i11p;:uity 
h,r h1rlp,:, wup[pc:;<; /PltlnlP rnrilrr)I $569 
' NEC 2510 9) inch cnlrir rnrm(tor TV with MJ <; 
c, l~/Pfl sn1111d, c a:hlP fP. fViy tlJllPlr rn11ltiplP 
in1,11t,; ~ n 11tr11tc;, wir1?IPc;c; rPmn tp· $699 
Proton ~19A l1igh rierrp rn1r111•~ lQ 1n~ 1· 1 oln1 
111, ,11111)1 JV w111_, M15 stf"r eo
1
,;o und, c .=tt ilP 
H, ,,,,v ltHlPr, W HPIP<;(, rPl11 C1 1P (Olltrnl $699 
~~EC-2610 96 IIH Ii (r llq1 m n 111!n1 IV wr ll1 
1,11ult1p lp 1111'.)IJI<; ~ ()Utpul'", , Ml', t, lf'IC"rl ,11111 ·1 
fl,,t <;f11Jri/'' 111l ) P Ill< h1riP '"- \.V!rPIPr,<; 1ro1, 1h• $749 
Kenwoo{j 1ID26I11qt1 rwi~, 1,111 ,11H "' ','t• 11 1, 11, ,11, ,, 
lll t) llll'.)r lV Wtlll 
0
MI S .,,r ,..-,·, <; , 11_111 ,- j, ,· ,1J •l1· 
1e ,1rty turnnq_ wit t:"IP <: c: 1.rrnntc c.'0 11!11 11 $ 149 
Yamaha YM-96.0 96 111{ 11, (,I·,_ .... ,"111,Hut, ,r 
l\: w1t'1 MTS <;J~lf'n , n~, C:. flll<'trP t11l 1f' !, 11 
rn(tP,'"Pd hnP,111ty_ Wllf'!4"'<;C, I Pllh\!f· ',,nt,,·,1 - $8'29 
Pfoton 625S ?~, 111c h c_oto, t11n rnlq1 l V vvrth 
MTS c;ter en (le mly tile ~)f."<. l tdc•v e<.111111111 '"'" 
· w~ 11,wr ,·v('r <;f"'f'P Stunrnnq $995 
VIDEO RICORDERS. 
NEC 925 .: t,r,vl VI t, vr P will, t tr l virlrn 
r itr 11il ll11ifi, ti !P1l101P ,1llnw,;; n11 VIPPII 
p1nrt,,1111111i11q m,rl rl1;1r11i rl rli,;;r,l,1y 
NEC, 945 VI l'; ,Vidrrnr r nrrlf'r w1tll 11() ri1n1il, 
-.li11r,11 ,;;!r1rn ,;;n1111rl ( 11n11 ~!<;), n11 r,r,ppr, 
prr1tll•lllllllil1q ~flrl dic;plr1y 
Kenwood KV-926 rFnqr,1i11111,1hlP '1 1Jr,1rl 
V1 IS WR w it!, I lq virlrn ,i1r11it1 Ml<; rlrrnrlP1 , 
··v1 I<; I lir i .. ,;;rlllWl, wirvlP \ '- rrrnntP rnnlrnl 
NEC 955 V< R with " VJ I<; I lifi" o;;t.Pt ';"n ,;;n1111d
1 
Ml'; rlP< nt:ir.r, I t(J ri1r 11i1
1 
jPt ,;vilrr.h, 1111ifiPd 
!"'lllnlP with Oil '-CIPPll rrn9t;:tl1HT1i11q 
,1nrl ri,splay $649c, 
Kenwo0d KV-9~17 progrr1mmRtJle t1 h~Rci 
Vl!S v1d~n rP.r 0 1dP. r with ··v, IS Hfff. sounrl 
Ml<; <;IP1Pn
1 
f, 111110 rrrc -11itr.Y, wire ip,;c; 
1 
fPIIHll ':_ t rJ1_1trnl $799 
IIG-:SCREEN TVS 
NEC P J3 715 of tP piP.f P projPc tion tPIPvi,;1011 
with l/ i11rl,1 ,;;·r,PPfl, Mrt; GIPIP,() <;01J11d, 
witPIP,;;o;; IPITl r~tP (Ollftol ;· $1,849 
NEC PJ4650 or,v pier e· pn,je< lir,n, I_V will, 
46' 111rt1 sn~~fl, Mf•S c;tPtPn ,;;n1Jt1d c;yt,tv.1111 
wirv.l~c.c; temotv. c onflot 11,J,f"<; up ' 
vet'; little n,101 . spar~ . 
Kiess NOVAD~ 100 6 ~-foot ['Hojer tion 
lY ninnit0i witt1 ·r\1rou<ijn' v1ded entwmreriumt 
sy.tern, wirelesc; refllote i:- ontrol The best of 
the hi9 TV<. ~P<;lUilf'<i tuner - $3,695 
SATELLITE TV 
Kenwood KSR-1000 satellite 1V system 
( 0 111r11t11?1i1 f'<•1 rf'i:-eiver nllows for.simple two i.ten 
1unln9 renltu e c. 1nr lude wrreless.r,•mote < o ntrnl 
an i;t nor'ental 10c 1< s~te m thnl lim1ts nccec:..-. 10 
r "..1 tn1n r hRnnelc; Conl ple-tely 111 <.. tflllerl 
Yamaha> v-1 OPO ,\ t,r,1(1 V( R w,\t, Ml<; 
•k•·•H lr. 1, Vl·t<; I Iii : · o;; 1)1J11d: Y,1111,1l1,1 ·,;; v1dr1 1 
ri,11 r,r rc , l11r !1111 1 , 111 1111 . w 111•lr r;. c; ri' 11111tr $~ 99 -· <.y,; tPm With 10 -fo ql hl·f'H I:< lllf'~I, rf1 <; '1 ' $~1_995 
·-.-,. -'·/·· ' :y: . 
.· ·~ij-,_· .. ~ e. , " 
- ,J . ..,. ~: :,. 
, ' , 
CAMCORDERS 
Aiwa CV-80 8111111 C olru VlriP.fJ r cl/TJff,1 / 
If'< tirdv.r w1!11 ,111!0 foe 11c;, p<)WPt i rJOlfl • 
_VPty li11'1twv.i(Jhl ,llH I , r HIii 1,1c 1' f yPp1v.r v w<-)rkc, 
fr:" riqhl cir Iv.ft vye $1;49~ 
Aiwa TXV-80 111c,11r,1rr11n,1t,lr t1 y 1rr /Jirnrr for 
11<.e with ( V AO , t'lfTl< order • $249 
NEG V-20U VI 15 < olor vidv. r,, camera; . 
'"'' ord~, with 01110 frn -1.i,;, nuto-exposur~, 
rfJwf':t 10nm. VP.ry { ompnc.t (rm record 
'""" IV l1111er ..... .. . $1 ,599 
Kenwood 5(75 System: for 11,e iq au_ciio video 
c.ys;tem,;_ Inc lt1dP.s twb ,;peRker,; (for u,;e in re.ar) 
nnrl ,;urrot11Hi-,;;ound proc eGsor / amplifivr . (tloow 
from Dolby Surrp1'mrl Sound (encoded on some 
vidP.otni1P.c;) rn ,;in1t1lftted "stadium" or "theatre· 
c;urr~unrl, o;;.ot111rl ,;ettJJ19s .... .. .. .. .. , .... .......... ......... $199 
Yamaha AVC-500 amplifier/ processor,, tnclu.1e, 
hi~h rmwererl ,;tere.o amplifiP.r, aq<iio-video 
c onlrol RmplifiP.1, rnu!ti -c;etting ,;urround-so1mti , 
i,roc.es,;or (Dolby Surround S0 und f varid0 1e dettly :,,, 
,;;inh1late<1,;~,rrr')11n~ ), & high-performRnce virlPo 
· P. nh~nc e-·r ~grent 'tor making virl~otan:e copies).: $399 
1API-& MISC .. 
Maxell VHS Videotape. Your r hrnre of 
4 J . 11'0 or 3 1. 1-?tl " High Stanciarci" or 2 1 190 
'Higt, Slai,riarrl Golcr'tape, $19.99 
lnt~rclean VHS Pr0 VCij cleanrns, aswtte 
w 1tt, a<iv11nc e <:1 formu!a clef1111r19 flU1d $19.99 
Maxell VHS Starter Kit: lnc lufies two 
v1rleotr1pe,;, V(R c:iust cow•:,, clei.=m1n9 Cfl<;<;P.tte, · 
Vlrif"Oti'!J)f"' h,, r11.:1t) 0n li: $34. 95 
Proton R;· 19 ( (1!)n'"! e t holrl,; 1 ' } H1t h T•V w1tf1 _ 
V( R lnf" lt HiP<. 9lasc:. <Jo or, < r1 st'e rc, $ 49. 95 
'NASHUA 
520 Amherst Street,880-Jl00 
SOUTH NASHUA 
Pheasant Lane Mall 888-7900 -
~~M~TOM 
Fox Run Mall 431-9700 
MANCHESTER . 
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. I . 
R. ·E.' :M. 
LIFES Rl ,CH PAGEANT ·-.· 
. . -
UNH Field ·HOuse 
0 /ct. 30, _8:.00. ptn _ 
Tickets· still available 
at MUB Ticket Office 
$15 non~sti1dents -
$12 students. 
·. ,. ' ' \ . 
. STILL LOOKING .FOR H_ELP WITH 
PRODUCTION. WORK SHIFT BE-
FORE THE SHOW. STOP· IN , . . 
THE SCOPE OFFICE FOR M .ORE DE-
- TAILS . \ . . . • ·- . . . .• . ) . . '... .·.· - . ' ' > . < . 
- ' 
-~---=----- STVN -' ----,.----------/ -- . ------- -----
J)ecame the property of the 
studenf senate. · -
According to Jones, an ad-hoc 
committee formed last y-ear 
decided to give STVN a second 
chance. On May 16, they leased · 
back the capital eqtiipment to 
STVN for one dollar. Murray 
signed the lease agreement on 
behalf of STVN, and accordfr1g 
to Ablondi, is ultimately respon-
sible for the stolen equipment. 
"Legally, as far as the senate 
is concerne-d, STVN is Terry 
Murray," Ablondi said, "Terry 
Murray is responsible for the 
stolen equipment." 
<continued from page 1) 
:the IP'.l<:P ~ rrf'Pnlr>nt St::ltPS 
"The officers ~;f STVN will he 
held .responsible f'Jnd li~ble for 
the · theft or loss of capital 
equipment; in excess of insu-
rance coverage.". 
· According to Ablondi, this 
.means that whatever the insu-
rance doesn't cover, Murray will 
have to pay for himself. · 
These developments have 
cast considerable doubt on the 
future of STVN. '-
Last night the Studen't Senate 
Executive Council voted un-
animously to keep STVN's 
doors locked indefinately until 
an ad-hoc ~ommittee can decide 
what to do with the rernainder 
of the students' equipment. ~· · 
"Righ't now, they' are an 
organization without capital 
equipment or a.n office, The}' · 
can meet and plan and stiH be 
an organization, but they have 
no equipment," Jones said. 
Ablondi said "An investiga-
tion will gear up next week.-''. 
According to Ablondi, the 
future of STVN "depends o.n 
the cooperation we get from 
Terry Murray." 
"Right now the future is very 
gri_m," Ablondi said. 
For people who care: abou-t people 
teachers, counselors, health and human 
services professionals -- Northeastern Uni 
versity has a special place where you can 
obtain the knowledge and skilJsneeded 
to help others. Bostoh-Bbuve Colleqe of 
Human Development Professions. -
-------SCOPE 
You can-reach out and .further your 
career with Master Degree programs 
that include: . . 
left for class. 
When ·Shawn McCoole, 
. SCOPE business manager, ar-
rived at noon he immediately 
noticed the absence of - the 
phones-. McGoole said he 
. checked with SAFO to see if they 
had borrowed the phones. 
McCoole noticed the -missing 
walkie-talkies and radio. He · 
called the UNH police depart -
ment: 
"Everything that was stolen 
was kept out in _the ope·n;" 
McCoole s;:iid. He said an electric 
typewriter and adding machine 
kept in the inner oHic_e, which 
is never ,focked, were untouched. 
The walls of the SCOPE office 
are covered with an assortment 
of concert and album cover 
posters. Markey said he knows 
the posters by heart after staring 
(continued from page I) 
at them day after day. He knew held by past SCOPE members, 
immediately which posters were Fortescue said there are two 
missing., "One was an 11 x 14 other types of keys which could 
poster of Little F~at's "Waiting afford access to MUB offices. 
for Colombus" album," Markey Grand master keys · are strictly 
said. "It was a picture of a big regulated, and are only held by 
tomato sitting in a hammock Univers·ity security and a few 
· under a palm tree." It was other staff memhers. 
Markey'_s favorite -poster, and ... "I would like to send our lists 
very unusu·al. "If anyone sees of key holders to student oi:gan-
it hanging somewhere let us izations," Fortescue said. "They · 
know," he said. should keep track of what peo--, 
Marianne Fortescue, student · pie are still authorized to hold 
acti,~ities office manager; has keys." Fortescue said SAFO 
placed an emergency .order with · leaves the retrieval of keys from 
the l!NH locksmith to get graduating or absent organiza-
SCOPE's lock's changed. She said . tion members to the student 
.the MUB off ice locks ar-e not organi-zations. 
·BOSTON 
BO'UVE 
Master of Education 
• Counseling 
-. Consulting Teacher of -Reading 
• Curriculum and Instruction 
· • Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
• Spe<;:ial Education 
Master of Science 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Physical Edu(ation 
·• Recreation Management 
• Speech-Language Pathology & 
Audioiogy 
Doctoral and non-degree certification 
programs are also available. _ 
For more information and a free catalog, 
tall (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston: 
Bouve (ollege at t,he address below. 
changed on a regular basis. "We Officer . Paul Kopreski of . 
genera.Hy wait uoril a situation · Public Safety said most thefts O Northeastern Linivcrsit}' 
arises," she said. at UNH are not cases of forced 
In addition to the J-2 keys still entry. Graduate School, Bo.ston-Bouve College of HL}_man Development Profess10Ps 
107 Dockser Hall,N9rtheastern Uri1vers1ty, :360,H,untington Ave , Boston, MA 0211 S 
l\itir~ht•,\<...lt•rr · l }11 1. f' f<,1 ! 1, 1,,:n 1•q1J, 1: , , pp1 ~•H , • i t , ,11' :'.• : ;:1:,•_, ,'<>f.!~.~;_._, i••, :~:,~•.1J,-· • . t , ' • .. • ·, , .I' :, ·" ;, 
:I?::::::::::::::::::::::::::::coxc=A:1KiG::::POsffiOKJs::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::f . 
f Oyster River High School is seeking applicants for the f 
f following caoching positions: . . !:::: 
\{ : • · - Varsity Ice Hockey · 1[ 
I JV·lce Hockey. ·!=~=: 
i Boys Winter Track -1 
I r Girls JV Basketball t 
6~mi~night weeknights 
. 7-10 pm weekend nights lllll,,,,::::::,:::::,:l;,i;,:,:,:i~iiir!:::,:::::,:~,,Jll 
..-






























Join the thousands of 
students who hav:e earned 
college credi-ts studying 
abro~d in CCIS programs. 
Affordab-le: quality r,ro-
grams with financial aid 
available. 
• Mexi·c.Q·:: .. .. 
SPRING SEMESTE-R 
IN DVBLIN 
,;. • . __ Canada, . 
St.· Pafack's College, 
·:' NT_ayn_dqth . 
• Fra:nce ·. '. G·ree·ce · ; • 
•· Sweeden 




. 1?~15 ~reons : 
Summ·e-r P,rog·rams 
· .At Trinity Colieg¢' 
.. Dublirt ,; . 
Dr. John d. McLean 
Mohegan Community College 
Norwich, CT 06360 . . . . . 
. 88fr•·1931 . X243 
College Consortiu~ For International Studies 
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Editorial 
_____ -!"" ________ ...,. _________ .... __ ._, _____________ ~ _____________ .,,........,..,._.., ____ ......, __________ ,,,, __ _ 
opportunity 
Regardless of whether .or not any 
members of the -Student-Television Net-
work were in_volved in last month's _ theft 
of equipment, it seems the .organization 
has breathed its last. With its members 
locked out by Stud-em Body President J~y 
Ablondi, there is very little STVN can do · 
to reverse their fortunes. They have no 
money, no equipment, - and very few 
members. And the blame for STVN's bad 
sit.uati:on ·lies directly with STVN. The theft 
of equipment was simply the final straw 
in a lopg series_ of aggravations. 
Organization .. Also last year their poorly , 
planned and presented budget was rightfully 
shot down by the student senate. 
by STVN to make the most of the m1menms 
,chances they were .granted last year. 
At the end of last semester, STVN · 
General Manager Terry Murray said«STVN Th-is meant STVN would not recieve 
Stude_nt Activity Fee funding for this year. 
This also meant STVN's equipment became 
the property of the student senate. One 
student senator said STVN was "going in 
a negative .direction." 
· will definately be back next year." Last year , 
Murray also said he pla·nned to raise 
$150,000 in grants from major corporations. 
Yet nothing has happened. \Xie have yet 
to see STVN on campus television. 
STVN has been given· every opportunity 
to show · they deserve to be a student 
organization and . receive student ·funding. · 
Las't ye~r, STVN was criticized by the 
student senate, the Student Activity Fee 
Council, and the Student Activity Fee 
But STVN got a second chance. In an 
uncharacteristic show of kindness, last year 
the student senate leased_ STVN's equip-
ment back to them for one dollar. ·FcH a 
student organization that could haye been 
left with no office or equipment to be given 
a second 1:han·ce for one dollar is a rare 
opportunity, an opportunity that should 
have been .capitalized upon. . . 
·· This is not tO say promises we!en't. made 
STVN has blown its ~-econd chance. They 
are using equipment paid for by the Student 
Ac~ivity -Fee, yet they are not broadcasting 
the students who pay the fee. And now, 
a substantial amount of equipment has been 
stolen right under STVN's ·noses. This is 
not the way the students' money should 
be spent. Under its pre~ent organizational 
structure, STVN,should not ·be given a third 
chance. Twice is enough., 
Parking 
To the Editor: 
·I feel that the parking situation 
has much more serious consequen~ 
ces than those who are responsible 
for ~reating the problems have 
atknowledge(\.-Most of UNH's best 
faculty came here to teach because 
of the quality of life in Durham. 
Almost all -long-time residents I 
have talked-with have noted that 
this area has become a substantially 
less pleasant pla:ce in which to live 
dur"ing the past few years. The 
. Draconian parking policies, includ-
ing some that are more extreme 
than one would encounter even on 
Boston's unfriendly .streets, are 
contributing to this decline. I 
recently was told by both a travel-
ling computer salesman and a guest 
attending a physics meeting that 
Durham has the worst parking 
situation they have ever encoun-
tered. 
The rapid _escalation of parking 
problems arid the associated sudden 
increase in fines and towing began 
shortly after hundreds of parking 
places .disappeared about two years 
ago. The decisions to locate the new 
building for earth, ocean, and space 
related research and the new tel-
ephone building o·n existing parking 
areas is the single most obvious 
cause of our present dilema. The 
questionable siting decisions were 
made by our present administration 
without broad consultation with 
' students, faculty~ or staff groups. 
I feel that since our "can,, do" 
administrators created the problem, 
it is their responsibility. to correct 
it by some means other tha.n 
reserving a few spaces for them-
selves. 
Past experience suggests that 
money somehow can be found for 
construction projects if there is 
enough interest ( the phone system, · 
computer purchases, pork barrel 
hall, rennovations of T-hall, etc). 
One solution. may be to place 
· parking at the top of the priority 
· list for projects to be funded in our 
next tapital fund drive. Another 
flew ·source of money was an-
nounced just last week. The Uni-
versity is ·selling the large tract of 
hind which was donated to UNH 
by the founder. of Dunkin Donuts. 
If there are no legal restrictions 
on the use of this money; it may 
be appropriate to use i_t to start 
solving the parking problem. 
Richard L. Kaufmann 
Dept. of Physics 
Ox/am 
To the Editor: 
Citizens of the United States have 
long prided themselves on contri-
buting to those in need. We expect 
our government to reflect these 
,. values and to apply them consist- . 
ently to people in this c9untry and 
overseas. Unfortunately, a ~ecent 
decision by the US Treasury De-
partment has reconfirmed how 
frequently "humanitarian aid" gets 
redefined and manipulated to s9it 
the government's foreign policy 
interest and not human need. 
Oxfam, Ameriqi, a Boston-based 
international . development and : 
relief ,,tgency, is a private, non-
·pa.rtisan organization supporting 
:,elf-,heilp efforts of people in poor 
couqrries throughout the world. 
In .Central America, they provide 
assistance to civilian populations 
most affected by. poverty and war. · 
· Oxfam America's application 
(required by the' US trade embarg9) 
for a license to send U~ agrkultural 
tools a:n~ housing supplies to 
Nicaraguan peasants was-recently 
denied by the US government. 
Meanwhile, the US government did 
grant a license on "humanitarian 
grounds" for a private .group to send . 
a helicopter to the contras, who are 
wagirig war on Nkaragua's borders. 
As Oxfam America's Executive 
Director stated: "We are dealing 
with the politics of hunger; this 
-is a clear example of the govern-
ment playing politics with the poor 
overseas." ( Boston Globe, Sep-
. tember 4, 1986) 
The people of Nicaragua are not --
our enemy. They are poor people 
who have the right to farm: -their . 
lands and feed their families in 
peace. In this they ask the support 
,of US citizens. Tools, .seeds, and 
understanding from us will help 
Nicaraguan civilian:, r:ebuild their 
country and reaffirm the'ir human 
dignity. The funding of a destructive 
war and the denial of genuine 
humanitarian assistance can only 
bring more hunger and destruction,. 
· Petet; Spiegel 
Committee on Central America 
and Oxfain Amei;:ica 
Reagan . 
To the Editor: 
"We're in a free country where 
private citizens have a great many 
freedoms," mentioned President 
Reagan in response to the downing 
of an American-built cargo plane 
in Nicaragua on October 5, 1986. 
This allegedly private plane was 
on a supply mission with weapons 
and ammunition for US supported 
forces bent on overthrowing the 
Nicaraguan government. However, 
_a closer look at Reagan's definition 
of freedom reveals only selective 
freedom, or freedom "by interest, · 
Reagan's inconsistencies are 
blatant, On August 26, '1986, the , 
Reagan administration denied Ox-
fam America's license application 
to send $41,000 worth of agricul-
tural tools and emergency housing 
supplies to Nicaraguan civilians. 
The denial stated that "such tran-
sactions are inconsistent with 
current US foreign policy." · 
On the one hand the Reagan 
administration acknowledges and · 
even condones the freedom of 
.individual .citizens and groups to 
.supply military weapons to those · 
who kill Nicaraguans. However, 
it denies others the freedom to 
. supply humanitarian aid 'to the 
Nicaraguan people. Clearly US" 
citizens do .not have the ",great many . 
'freedoms'.! Reagan claims. _ 
· Peter Spiegel 
Paul E. Bradley 
I 
. \ 
women to be includ'ed t n· ' our 'Center 
To the Editor: 
Tuesday Sept. 30th, the Women!s 
Center attended the debate between 
Phylli~ Schafly and Sarah Wedding-
ton. The intentions of our demon-
stration at the debate were not to 
protest the presence of Ms. Schafly 
uut to challeng,e her oppressive 
attitudes. Our costumes of pregnant 
housewives were not meant to pass 
judgement on women who choose 
to remain in the home or to become 
pregnant. It was ·simply intended 
to show that this would by the 
designated roles of women in this 
country if Ms. Schafly's desire 
became a reality. 
- co.unuies constitution. As a -res,ult, 
women will continue to be valued 
merely by their gender and not by 
their merits and contributions. In 
her hopes to illegalize abortion, 
Phyllis Schafly not only denies 
· women the rights to control their , 
bodies, but ignores the reality that 
abortion will continue, whether 
they are legal or not: This results 
in women endangering their lives. 
Ms. Schafly" desires are in ·direct 
opposition to those of the Women's 
Center. If _her views become imple-
memed, they would deny all women 
the rights of free choice, access to 
knowledge, and continue to keep 
them oppressed beneath our pat-
riarchal society. We in turn, wish 
By her opposition to the Equal 
Rights Amendment, Phyllis Schafly 
denies the inhernnt rights of all 
-to f-ree women from such conf ine-1 
ments, and enable them to live their 
lives to their fullest potential. 
_ Women's Center 
Letters, page 21 
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University For11m 
Brazil: ·neither.critic nor beggar- friend 
.. President Jose Sarney arrived in Wa-shington 
from Brasilia on September -10 proposing "a new 
relationship between Brazil and the Unit,ed States." 
He told Ronald Reagan that he hadnot come to 
criticize, to increase the American president's 
burdens, or to make requests, but to urge.that Brazil 
and the United States work together for world_ 
development. Sarnev said that he had corne bearing 
word of a new Brazil-democratic, after two decades 
of military-dominated government, and econom-
ically strong as the eighth-ranked economy of the 
plamet. In his welcoming remarks, ~eagan warned 
against Brasilia's protect_ionist legislation that limits 
many produc;t areas to Bra'zilian producers and 
privately he told Sarney that "no country ought 
to grow at the expense of others." A comment that 
Sarney readily applied to his ov. n govern·ment's 
attitude. · 
For the future of Brazilian-American relations, 
the current moment is decisive. Beneath the · 
diplomatic warmth displayed in Washington, lies 
divergencies in national objectives, methods, and 
world views.' The Brazilians seem· much more aware 
than the Americarns that the world has changed 
enormously in the last decades. In Africa·, Brazil 
was the first to recognize Angola and Mozambique, 
played a moderating role regarding· Nicaragua, has 
forestalled U.S.A. interven_tion in Surinam by 
drawing that country into its orbit, has reopened 
relations with Cuba, and is forming .a common 
market with Argentina and Uruguay. The Brazilians 
see world trade rather than the U.S.A-U.S.S~R. 
competition, as th~ driving force of international 
relations. · 
Since the 1960's·, Brazil itself has grown from 
a nation of 60 million to one approaching 140 
million, from dependence on coffee exports to being 
a major industrial exporter; currenfly boasting the 
third lar_gest trade-balance behind Japan and West 
Getinany. Problems abound to .be sure-20 ~illion 
illitetates, millions of abandoned ~hildten, jnade-
quate health care, unjust land holding patte_rns, 
and persistent poverty-but the Sarney administration 
seems determined to use the country's vast wealth 
to create a more just soci.ety. The political pressures 
to do · so are enormous. In 1960, 12.5 million voters 
cast ballots1 in the upcoming November 15 elections 
for congressional and state offices, some 65 million 
Bra?ilians will go to the polls. Their votes will gjve 
the government a popular base unparalleled in 
Brazilian history. How that political strength effects 
Brazilian-American relations depends largely on 
.) 
By:FrankD. McCann 
What should Washingtgn do? First, it should help -
· Brazil cut the debt. Then, instead of demanding 
entry of American-made micro-computers and 
software, to the perc;eived -detriment ot struggling 
Brazilian producers, .it should use the scientific-
technical agreement that the two presidents signed 
tQ bring Brazilians here to study computer tech-
nology· as an investm~nt · in a future in which 
Brazilia·n an_d American companies can_ work 
together. ~ · 
American advisers. and financing helped develop 
Brazil's inqustrial infrastructure beginning in World 
War II. Despite strong-nationalism and _an edge 
of suspicion, Brazilians look to the U.S.A. for 
encouragement on their roa_d to democratic progress: 
They are determined-to go it alone if necessary, 
it will be a safer and more prosperous hemisphere 
if we journey together as friendly neighbors. 
Frank D: McCann, University of New Hampshire, 
. Professor of History is also the Director for the Center 
for International Perspectives 
_ whpe its stand on South Africa is dearly on the 
side. of the black majority. In Asia, it recognized 
China long before th,e U.S-:A. ,Jn the Middle East, 
it has urged the Israelis to accommodate the 
Palestinians, while forging commerical and military 
bonds with the Iraqis. In the Americas, Brazil has 
[~f i!?f Ji;:iif iif ~Eif J~it~ff ~i}l~ 
1 
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deficit spending. If the debt were. reduced to the it 
!if ~~:d~~;d~il;l:d;;~;~~;;l:l;b~;hut:k;; 1.i 1.1.1. 
put Hi Jeopat y an wor economy w1 e s a en. 
It is in the U.S:A.'s nationaI-in.terestto help prevent I 
such destabilization. ii 
The Brazilians have been consistent friends of !: 
. ;&~~{~~hI6:~ri~t/~!:1'~::i;;x::,~;1~ J 
troops to fight Hider in World Wat H; and their i,,··,:.1,, 
President Kubitschek formulated the basic ideas 
· that became Kennedy' Alliance for Progress, but ' 
thanks to the Carter Administration's lack of the :J: 
finesse in dealing with the atomic and human rights I 
- ~~NePlTI~h=i~:r;i~k!f ;do~lti~h]Ul~s7DAa: ~~l~~e tih:;;, I 
ow t ey want to re 10 e t e ., , . re at1ons 1p. · 
Sarney focussed on trade, finance, scientific and :_:J_ 
cultural exchange. His minister of the army is coming 
to talk about reviving military ties. The old alliance 
smacked of qependency, but this time it will have 
to be more of a partnership or it won't come off. 
I 
* Taken from Geography Regions and Concepts (1985) 
by Harm] De Blij and Peter 0. Muller, pp. 288 and 314 
r~lt-~;; i~~:s~~1~:~es;if !J:::J~JR !~~0i;~:~i;:-!Ulr~! 
their national interests with those of the United 
Recently there has been a great-deal 
of opposition to die effort to involve 
academic scientists in Strategic Defense 
Initiative (SDI), "Star Wars," research. 
On-e -of many forms that opposition 
has taken is a nationwide boycott of 
SDI funding in the form of a peti-
tion/pledge not to accept SDI research 
support. Last spring the petition was 
circulated, at the request of concerned 
students, to UNH professors in the 
departments of physics, chemistry, 
computer science; mechanical engi -
neering, and mathematic departments 
that could have a ·sig-nificant impact 
on the development of "Star Wars" 
technology. Thirty -one faculty 
members signed, a clear majority 
signing in three out of the five depart-
ments. In the physics ·department 18 
graduate students also signed. Of those' · 
refusing to sign, many suggested the 
possibility of using SDI research funds· 
to demonstrate t~e infeasibility of the 
States. · · 
By Mary L,esch 
SDI program. As a result of.the national 
effort, coordinated by: indiy,idual scient-
ists at Cornell University and the 
University of Illinois, thousands of 
members of university communities 
have signed avers-ion of this petition. -
Those who support the "Star Wars" 
' program do so on the assumption that 
"Star Wars" can replace nuclear de-
terrence as a means of national security 
and that it will make nuclear weapons 
obsolete, anassumption that is, for the 
reasons given below, both faulty and 
dangerous. · -
First·, there is the question of the _ 
feasibility of the SDI program. For 
example, are we capable of developing 
the software requited to control such 
a complex system? SDI officials have 
estimated that the software would 
contain 100 million lines of code. 
'Inevitably, a: program ofthis size would 
contain many "bugs" some of which 
couH ·only be found through repeated 
use of the pr,ogram under realistic-. 
conditions. In the case of "Star Wars" 
there ca-n be no "test" of the whole 
system~iihas to work reliably the first 
· time it's used. · 
H we could say "Yes; SDI is feasible," 
we would then be 'faced with another 
question: Will the development of SDI 
make our nation more- secure? The 
answer is a resounding "NQ!''-SDI could 
never provide adequate national 
security-it provides· no defense against 
~ruise missiles, bombers, low trajectory 
submarine launched missiles, or det-
onations associated with terrorist 
·activity. _ Also the development of such 
a system would provide added' incen-
tives to develop additional off~nsive 
overkill and, in times of crisis, to lauch 
preemptive strikes. Finally, contin-
uance of the "Star Wars" program 
threat~ns the validity of the 1972 Anti 
Ba-Uistic Missile Treaty _and jeopardizes 
all future attempts at arms· control 
negotiation. 
Thousands of academic scientists, 
by refusing to work on SDI, are 
rejecting a major source of research 
funding and are, therefore, -making ·a 
very strong statement against "Star 
Wars." Don't we all have a responsi- · 
bility to at least educate ourselves 
concerning the issues while we still 
. have a chance to ~o something about · 
"Star Wars?" it's a r~sponsibility to 
ourselve&, our friends and families and 
to those whose futures will be most 
affected by ''Star Wars," those too young 
even to understand what it all means. · 
Anyone concerned about "Star 
Wars ," the arms race, or any related 
issues are welcome to attend any of 
the meetings of the Coalitiq_n for 
.Dis-armament and Peace. The next 
meeting will be held on October 22nd 
at 7 p.m. and will be held in the Carroll 
Room of the MUB. 
-, 
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Art·s·&: ·· Featu .·. 
All Faculty RevJew Comes Near an End 
By Suzanne Fortescue· never see jt complete until it's labels it a humorous picture. 
The All Faculty Review, an . someone else's." ' - "The woman-is i's in the kitchen 
exhibit of art'-works of the UNH · She describes the los~ as looking at· birds-·it's ironic, 
art department faculty, has been analogous to l)a ving a· child; interesting, and_ puzzling.'·' He 
on exhibit since Sept. 9 ard will which -you nurture and help uses the huma.n figure a lot 
close Thursday, Oc;:t. 22. This · develop, until the child is grown because it enables him to ex-
.' exhibit gives ·the -faculty an up and begins his or her own plore the psychological aspects 
. opportunity to·-display th,eir art life. "Then you only see them of life. 
~ works, as it js a requirement that at Christmas or on ,holidays, but Abeles has chosen a young 
· the faculty remain active artists they no longer belong to you.'.' Chinese sculptor as the subject 
as well as teachers. Trh~diverse Melvin Zabarski's four paint~ for his portrait entitled "Yµ Ji." 
works on exhibit reflect ,the ings on exhibit are from a series He met Yu Ji through an inter-
different path each professor ohwenty-five to thi.rty paint- national program here and they 
has taken in his · work as an ings he has been wo.rking on for became friends~ Abeles finds the 
artist. seven to eight years. The figures Chinese to be "a fascinating 
Michael McConnel's sculp- within the paintings have been people who have been through 
tu,re piece ; entitled "Coign totally invented. All of the so much." 
t . Revisited," may look familiar paintings branch off, forming His two other works, "Ali, 
to those who have walked different ,interpr~tatjons of four et al", a blatent portrait of a 
through his sculpture ga-rden; main them·es: "The Sighting of pregnant woman, and "MQck 
locat~d behind his house on Susanna and the Elders", "The Virgin" done in another pro-
I;aculty Road. A footpath leads Judg~ment of Daniel", involve fessor' s class, are also worth . 
one past sculptures fr_om his some type . of an attack, or viewmg. 
"Coign Series." He finished the , irivolve a female q.epe_nde-nt ·\Xthereas Abeles draws other 
series, begun in 1983, with the figure interacting, often as' a ,.. people,James Aponovich draws 
piece riow on exhibit,'. "Coign" maid. The ·paintings are all himself. His self-portrait on 
is an architectural term which narrative, but not· consecutive. exhibit is only one of a series. 
, means corn'er, and he ''rev·isited" "I've found that narrative both He himsel( calls it "CalHornia 
the seri·es, ,ha;yi ng complete_d limits and expands my possi- Crucifixion," although it's en-
other work-b.efore finishing -this bilities." · · titled ''Self-portrait" in the 
last piece. . . The world which Zabarski show. When asked why he used 
McConnel is busy· with:com- has created within his artwork himse.lf as a model, he replied, r mis_siorned works and nas big is convincing although not to 'Tm a good model, I age, and 
plans. for the future. He will be found w'ithin our world. He I'm there all the time.''. 
provide several bronze scu\p- use; his imagination "the way Aponovich enjoys painting 
tures for the 1988 Olympics. His ch.at Rubens or Rembrandt still-life, too, and choose~ the -
most immediate concern is might.--" The two paintings, subjects he draws carefully. He 
,·' completing seven sculpture "The Rocks of Toro" and "The has an unusual approach -to 
,, pieces for an executive buildiqg La_~n.," qq ~xhibit now, were begin~tng a stil_l-l}fe painting .. f in Fort L.iuderdale. - . p(inted' in Spain, w_here he used· He does not set up a pleasing 
'.( He is not alone on this -pro- the landscape and_ surroundings arrangement of objects an~ then 1 
;: i \ ject. His wi~e, M~uryce Searls of Sp~in as a s_etting for_ ~is begin to draw. He begins to 
ones more lyrical." He wants 
to convey moods and feelings 
evoked by images we know; his 
style becoming more realistic 
and less flat. ' 
-Bob Hooper seems to express 
an "openness in attitude" sim~ 
ilar to that of Hood's. In his two 
paintings on exhibit, he ·warns 
a viewer to "look slowly" at his 
work because there is "a Ian- · 
guage being spoken." · · 
His 1986 painting, ''Before 
Song,"' is about ho:w things 
change form. He describes the 
composition of his painting as 
representative ·of the type of 
work he is doing now that he · 
has more time. He uses water-
color and pencil to paint and 
draw from local areas. The 
drawing "N.H. Coast-Late Af~ 
ternoon.Light,~' is one of a series: 
that he is working on presently. 
-The "Maine Marshland" of 
1985 .was another one of a series 
of marshes. The one other 
painting', "In the Orchard," is 
quite different from the two 
landscapes. It is a detailed 
drawing of an apple tree. The 
·apple tree is orily one of four-
McConne-1, 1s dorng seven ce-_ _ narrative. He had two exh1b1ts draw first· he sketches an ar-
~t ramie walls t<;> b~ displayed in7.l~in""f'.~8pa~~ -,f9_83 in ~;adr'id_;· :-- r~ngemen't of variou/ shape'~ .. 
the same butldmg. ~e~ qv.o Spa\n and 1~ still work10g on and shades on 'paper, whether 
~; past~l works on ex~11b1t _are the ~ame senes. _ . · · c.yllindrital, round, o.r_square, · 
;t stud1~s for ~h~ ceramIC _proJect S1g":Ilund Abeles, unlt_keZ~:. , and' then he finds objects that 
Fumiiore designed arid b~ift by UNH professor 
·oan Val~pza. (Mark D€srochers photo) 
'."_,_f_:!,· she will begkm 1_n the Sp~mg. S_hhe bh~rskt, usb~s eve~y mWedhmmhm have the s~me· shapes. _., 
. . mostly wor s tn ceramics, wit 1s art, ut pa10t. et er His other painting on exhibit . 
a "large, sk>w, moving scale with 
an axis." "Kokoro'' is the title 
of his other painting which is 
a Japanese name. meaning the 
center of all things or "the core 
of an essence." The title is not 
the only oriental influence 
evident in his paintings.' Hooper 
looks at a lot of Japanese prints 
and specifically the Chinese 
·the size of her works ranging Abeles works in pastel; :pem:il, ~'Still -life with Poppies", wa; 
fr~m coffe~ mugs to_ io'x~.o: or charcoat, _the app:oach ·to his ·· just finished. Ir-is the ninth .of 
rd1efs. She fmds expenmentmg four portrait parntrngs one~- _a-series he began in 1982. He ~---~~~-"""""----""'!· .----.· plans to dp three or four more 
Hand woven clot~ and home-_made clothing by 
UNH professor Winifred Shaw. (Mark Desrochers photo) 
with new ideas easiest in pastel, hibit are similar; he has taken 
. explaining that laying dowri a careful look at each figure. His 
color and picking it up with a · pastel, "Alfredo in Clew's Stu-
pas.tel medium is easier with_ dio" of 1985 tias some special · 
ceramics. , importance. "Clew has alw'ays 
Mauryce ·explores emotions, affected me as an artist." 
both good and bad, iri her work, The work of Clew, an expa-
and feels a realistidigure limits triot" American who. moved to 
··-· this expresSion."I need a little · Fra·nce and died in 1937, in-
more mystery or involvement." trigued Abeles. He and his 
The processs of c;:reating cera- ' .sculptor, _Alfredo, travelled to 
mic works is a very s-lqw one. France to visit Clew's s_tudio and 
Perhaps, sh€ completes one with Alfre_do as interpreter, 
··square foot a day. With th~ ' Abeles a~:ked a fot of questions 
amount of time that goes into · _ about•Cle~w and his work. 
a large project, she_ sometimes · · ~: '1V9.yeut; A.M-." i,s bf,a _nud~ 
h firids it -difficult to give up. "You woman with binoculars. Abeles 
before the series is complete, 
· which will be more modern and 
more fun: He trie~ new things · 
with a similar theme, wheth~r 
it be self-portraits or still-lives. 
"You have to keep the process 
goihg or it's like. suicide." . 
. He once had an interest in 
symbolic art. He used loosely 
interpreted dierries from Chris-
tian iconography. He describes 
the red poppies in his still-life 
as. "rea, dangerous, and ritµal-
istic:" There is also a ·skull which 
one must search . for to find, 
which is symbolic of "life, 
interrupted by death,." But he 
began to avoid symlmls. He 
claims, "They become hack-
·neyed easily." 
I screen paintings of U tamaro 
and Seschi. Hooper explains 
I that there is a dialogue going 
I on. ".A.n even exchange betwee,n 
· you and the p_ainting, not .just 
: yourself." · 
Martin Mugar, in his two still-
life paintings, is -exploring a 
diffe,rent ~ind of relationship ' 
with himself and that which he 
paints. These two paintings are 
part of a series that he has been 
,.working on for six year·s. One 
painting •is from 1984 and the 
·other, from 1986, shows his 
"evolution" of painting. He has 
· spent this time discovering the 
effects of light and color ' on 
forms .and objects. "I work 
within· a · ceritFolled environ-
ment. One•· in which I can return 
to at the same time everyday." 
. His most recent painting has 
new and bright colors; different · 
from the 19~4 painting and the 
surface is _ thicker, showing the 
struggles involved in exploring 
·the day-to-day ~ha~ge:$ iri his 
perception of light and colors 
Craig H_ood's approach to 
still-life is ·opposite that of 
Aponovich's. He has a pistory 
of genre painting, but his pa.int~v 
ings have moved toward it more 
abstract approach. He is c;on.:. 
cerned withstructure,order, and 
management. He explores the 
the relationships of space and 
depth with contrasts in color. 
In his largest still-life on exhibit, 
Hood used "a lighter palette to 
convey a shallow, muted space." 
Th·e muted shades are more 
relaxed, whereas an orange and 
purple contrast conveys a 
stronger eqiotion. His· most 
current work is more related to 
stiJl-life objects than 'the five 
pai·ptings on exhibit. He wa,nt~ . 
to -- ''reconcile \ the structuraL 
impulses he has achiev'ed-· with·:. 
. on forms. He just moved up to 
New Hampshire from North 
tCarolina and with a change in 
· ; location, he claims he is re3:dy 
for a . new approach to his 
painting. 
Arthur BaJderacchi, :a ,lands-
capist; is on leaNejor a year, but 
I his three works on exhibit are .. 
works which he was comm.is-
, sioned to do fqr the book, In the 
Orchard, full of poems aboui 
apple trees and orchards. He , 
finds the New Hampshir¢ 
weather not very conclusive to ' 
drawing outside, explaining i.t: 
is hard to do work on cold days.. 
Winfred Shaw has five woven 
wearables on exhibit. Not only 
does Shaw weave her owµ fabric, 
but she, designs her own patt-
erns. She explains that some 
weavers have difficulty cutting 
their own woven fabric. "You 
think of the hou'i-s you've put 
into it and then you go and cut 
it." It takes four to five hours, 
to weave eriough fabric for on_e 
item and Shaw creates about one 
yard per hour. She has beep 
weaving fabric for garments and 
using her own patterns for the 
last five years: The dress and 
jacket of 1986 ori display indi-
cate the direction she has beeiJ 
taking with her craft. To design . 
the dress Shaw took "a tradi-
tional pattern, . the Ancient 
-Rose, and used it i.n a newway.j' 
Shaw has not yet run out of ideas 
and will continue ·to weave and 
design patterns for a fe~_ more " 
~u~ . 
Also featured in the exhibit 
are works by Grant Drumheller~ 
Chris Enos, Conley Harris, Dan 
Valenza,. Scott . Schnepf, ·and 
Carol Aronson. , Their works 
range from hand painted pho-
tographs to oil paintings to 
creative f1,1rniture · designs. 
Thursday is the ·Iasi day to see 
- the side of the UNHart pro-
fessors .that most students don'.t 
see; the work they do outsi~e 
of class. 
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The Boy Who -could Fly is Reviewed 
By Pano Brooks 
The ability to levitate, soar 
at tree-top level like _a bird, and 
to escape the constraints of 
gravity is one of the most 
common dreams people have. 
· "What it really-means is the 
ability to escape from life's 
earthly problems-; to _soar above_ 
all the pain, beyond fear, tragedy 
and death. Deep ·down inside 
we can all fly," said write'r and 
director Nick Castle of his film 
The f ilm ~centers on Milly 
Michaelson, played by Lucy. 
D~akins, a past regular on the 
daytime soap opera "As the 
World Turns." Milly's ,famiI-y 
must deal with the death of her 
father. Her mother is forced to 
return to work to support the 
family, leaving her with the 
responsibility of cleaning the 
hm-lse and taking care of her 
little brother Louis. The family 
moves to a new neighborhood, 
and Milly attends a new school 
whern-she feels like an outsider. 
Milly is intrigued by the boy 
next door who perches on his 
rnof and pretends to fly. Jay 
Underwood plays Eric, an em6- . 
tionally disturbed boy. Eric is 
thought to be autisti_c because 
he doesn't respond to the out-
side world. It began when at the 
age of five he learned of his 
parents death in a plane crash. 
Through his flying he can rescue 
his paren~s. Underwood puts 
• ;I 
-
in an Academy -Awa rd level 
performance using no dialogue. 
Fred Gwynne, who played 
Herman Munster in earlier days, 
plays Eric's uncle Hugo. Hugo 
is a giant, caring and d'runken 
character. His love of the booze 
almost causes ,him to loose Eric 
to a permanent catatonic state. 
Gwynne is excepti_onal in ·this 
part. He revives the humor of 
his Herman Munster character 
- whil.e maintaining the high 
quality of his performance in ·~ 
Francis Ford Coppola's "The 
Cotton Club." 
"Facts of Life" TV a,ctress 
. Mindy Cohn ·provides comic 
reli ef throughout the film as 
Milly's .new friend. She shows 
Milly some of the finer uses -of 
the blender when she mixes 
bananas, strawberrys, oranges, 
gin, vodka, rum and everything 
else in the liquor cab_inet to 
create a new and devastating 
kind of daiquiri. _ . 
"The Boy Who Could Fly" is 
an excellent family film. The 
director Castle doesn't need to 
resort to strong language or 
excessive gore in order to make 
a good film. Instead he relys 
upon the older formulas of good 
story and a common bond with 
the audience in order to make 
his film. Castle appeals to 
everybodys dream of flight and 
in so doing produces a movie 
every_one can understand . 
Fred Savage, Lucy Deakins and Mindy Cohn in a ~cene 





Fred Savage and Jake the Wonder Dog cruise the neighborhood. -
' '. 
(L6rimar Pictures photo) 
I . 
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Come in and enjoy a different 
special served each night 
Night Gri_ll 
Prepared by one of our famous chefs · 
·Monday .. ·Hamburger . j 1 
~ Tuesday:..Grilled Ham & Cheese 
Wednesday-_B L T . , . 
Thursday-Chicken Salad Sandwich 
only T5¢ · 
-r----- ----~--------~----,. 
· I Free Fries - I 
I I with coupon I I . 
1 · with purchase of any grill item or · 1· 
I . sandwich from 7:00 pm to 9:30 pm ·1 
I · I 
I offer ex pi r
es I 
October .~ I , 1986 
I I 
~L------~-------~-~-----J 
· We've moved ... 
The Training in_Acndemic Skills (T ASk) Center 
21 Madbury Rd. ( the Red & While house) 
UNH 862- 3698 
d?).4==- Shuttle 
~ IL-______ ·-~---· s_to_p _____ _ 
MADBURY ROAD . 




Open from 3:30 to 9:30 pm · Thurs. til 8:30 pm . 
presents ... 
y' 
w /special guest " . , 
DEVONSQU ARE!! 
LIVE!! 
"So whether yo_u have heard Livingst~n or only know the name in association 
with his -_brother James ... come see him ·Saturday night!" '. 
"He is a friendly and funny person who beU~ves perfo;ming is the 
art of helping others to have -good times!" 
_ -]. Carrol The NewHampshlre 
HERE TOMORROW NIGHT!! 
(SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1986) 
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,_MOTH.ER. GOOSE & G-RIMM \ by Mike Peters 
''Af2Tt!TIC CONT12ot, '' . 1?, ll- £t2, HIT~ 
lf--1 G1\J~ '-/oV FltJE l>Ot· 
LAIU \.lllLI.. '/r:N DO MY 
Po~Tl2A11 .1t.Hl~f PMTE.1.(, ' 
Sv1TA8U forl FllAIIIING? 
'/OV CAtJ ~AVE IMPlW°flO 
\ST PoST• IMPfit~StONI 
PADA , AflSTRACT. o 
N C~PTUN. ~ '"€'/'12 

















IT' 5 Goe&Eovf !K1rctt' 
Wilt I Gfl A TAK 
Vlfll'fc-OFF IF I 
DONAT€ tT To TH€ 
HANfiA , SAflBUA 
WING OF ll-\€ 
MUSEUM OJ: 
MOD~PNART? 
by Berke Breathed 












. By JEFF MacNELLJY~ 
' \. . ' : ' 
-----SHROUD-
<cohtinued from page· 6) . 
. ' . 
"The image shows the fingers 
of the man, but not :his thumbs," 
Nahin said . "When a nail is 
pounded through· the wrist it · 
severs a certain nerve, causing . 
the thl,lmb to turn in." 
Nahin said he was not taking 
either side of the argument. He 
said the relic itself, whether 
authen,tic or not, is very inter-
. es ting to· study. · 
In his lecture Professor Nahin 
will discuss the shroud's history, 
and the pro and 'con arguments 
as to the validity of the shroud. 
· He wiI-1 also show pictures of 
the shroud. · , 
''My personal feeling," said. 
Nahin, "although I have no 
scientific basis for saying this, 
is that the shroud is a fraud." 
Nahin said in the Nov. 1979 
issue of Pop~lar Photography 
there is an article about a 
professional magi-ci'an who 
made · a fake shroud w_it.h an 
image of Bing Crosby. 
''It's easier for me to believe 
in a log~cal and scientific expla-
nation than to believe · in a 
miracle," he said. 'Tm perfectly 
willing to let people believe in 
what they want to believe, they 
. might he right, I don't know . 
But I hope they also allow me 
to hold my own beliefs." 
"I am not really a religious 
man . I'm what you call an 
agnostic. I believe in God in the 
sense of riature," said N ahin. 
}To believe in the Bible takes 
an act of faith, once you've done 
·that you don't need the shroud," ' 
N ahin said. "If you believe in 
miracles, if the shroud is real, 
it is a miracle and is a tr~e relic. 
If it\; a forgery j it's an amazing 
forgery and it would be inter-
-esting to know how it was 
done," N ahin said. 
According to Nahin, the. In-
terdisciplinary Faculty Group 
· allows people from different 
colleges, on cam pus to get to 
know one another and discuss 
a variety of subjects, "which~ is 
always a good thing to . have 
happen." __ 
N ahin said he would not want 
· to see the lectures become too 
institutionalized .and run out 
of a big office. It would take away 
from the atmosphere at Beck-
ett's house. It is a chance for 
people ·with '. 'ioma-t;1tic", ideas 
to get togethtr ,and tal~, he said. 
"The shroad of Turin appeals 
to romantics." · 
Nahio said he is ~illing to 











LIVINGSTON TAYLOR IN THE PUB!!I 
SATURDAY OC"FOBERR 18, 1986 9:00 PM, 
DON'T MISS THE MOST ORIGINAL 
FOLK/POP ARTIST SINCE HIS BROTHER-
.JAMES! 
The Sub-Stop is hiring for part-time help 
and a delivery person. Flexible hours. 
OVERSEAS JOBS .. Sumrner, yr. rou_nd. 
Eurnpe," S. Anner., .")ustralia; Asia. All fields, 
$900-2000 mo. Sightsee,ing. Free ihfo: Write -
lJC, PO Bx 52-NH Corona De'I Mar, ,CA 
92625 
ACTIVIST Is acid rail} eating away at you? 
Has nuclear waste got you down in the .-
dumps. Do something about it! Or,ganization 
working to elect environmentalists to · 
Congress needs telephoners to contact 
membership a~d raise -funds. HOURS: SUN 
t_hru THURS., _5:30-9':30 pay $5.00 an hour 
plus. Call Susan afte( 1 :30 pm at 431 -1571. 
Pen;,onal Care Attendent. No E'xperien-ce 
necessary. Hours Flexibl,e. EasyWork, 
Great Boss! $ti/hr. Call Dan at 692-4764 
Part time Salesperson to mers:handise and 
sell ski fashions and sportswear. Applicant 
must be a skier. Apply in person at 
PUTNAM'S Sk_i &. Sports, 990 Lafayette Rd. 
Portsmouth 
Work Study Job. $4.50 hr. ~ortsmouth 
Indoor Pool. Llesk Clerk, Lifeguards 
Needed. Advanced Lifesaving Preferred. 
Call 431-2000 X278 8-4pm 
WANTED: Students willing to help other 
students with computer related questions 
or problems. Call 862-3665. Sorry, no pay, 
Just Fun! 
MORT AR BOARD WHAT? Members, are 
you tired of hearing this? Tuesday, October 
21 at 7PM in the Durham R0om oJ the MUB , 
i_s the place to start to turn our o'rganization 
arnund . Let's p1JII our resources Jogether 
and GO FOR IT!_ 
Want to earn $5.00 an hour? Work as a 
personal car attendant . No experience 
necessary, flexible hours (morning), easy 
vVorkand grea\po_~s ! Call D_an at 692~476~ 
:n ev_ening 
Part time Building, equipment automotive 
upkeep, carpe,:itry. General help & deliv-
eries .. Flexibl.e hours, very pleasant work 
environment. Flora Ventures, Inc. 659-2751 
, 9°6 
THE FAR SIDE 
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OVERSEAS JO'BS ... Summer, yr. round. 
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. 
$900-$2000, mo. Sights'eeing. Free info. 
Writer IJC, PO Bx 52-NH Corona D~I Mar, 
· CA 92625 
, . ' ' 
ACTIVIST -Is acid rain eating away at you? 
Has nuclear waste got you down_in the 
dumps? Do something about it! Orgabization 
working to elect 'envi rbr:imeritalLsts to 
Congress needs teieph9_r:i'ers.t0 contact 
.. membership and -raise ftmds. H0urs: Sun 
through Thurs. 5:30-9:30 pay,$5,00-an hour 
plus. Call Susan after 1 :~O plil a't 4~1-1571 
Personal Care Attend~nt. N·o ~xperience . 
necessary. Hours Flexible. Easy work, great 
boss! $5/hr. Call Dar:i at 692-4764 
Part time sales persqn to m·erch8;ndi_se and 
sell ski fashions and sportswear, Applicant 
must be a skier. Apply in person 1:1t Putnam's 
Ski & Sports, 990 Lafayette Rd, Portsmouth. 
Work St_udy Job. $( 50 "hr. Portsmouth 
Indoor Pool. Desk Clerk, Lifeguards 
nee,ded: Advanced Lifesaving .. preferred. 
Call-431 ~2ooo·x21s 8-4 pm 
WANTED: Students willing lb help ot her 
students with computer related questions 
or probl"ems. Call 862-3665. Sorry, no pay, 
just f.un! 
BARTENDING COURSE-Evenings. Call 
or write for Free Brochure. Tel. 659-3718. 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 4 Main • 
Street, Newmarket, NH 03857 
WANTED-Responsible, experienced per-
son for child care & light housekeeping 
in -my home. 40-q0 hours per week 868-
5802 . 
FOR SALE-SYNTHESIZER YAMAHA DX 
100 MINT CONDITION, UNDER WARRAN-
TY. SELL FOR ONLY $370. CALL MANUEL -
AT 862-4525 
FOR SALE-SHARP STEREO, DUAL-
TAPE, AUTO-REVERSE, HIGH SPEED 
DUBBlf\JG, EOUA'LIZER, DETACHABLE-
SPEAKERS-$150 Call MANUEL AT 862-
4525 . 
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR IN THE .PUB!!! 
SA TUR DAY ,,OCTOBER 18, 1986 9:00 PM. 
DON'T MISS THE MOST ORIGINAL 








. By GA_RY LARSON 
FOR SALE: 1980 Chevy Monza, 4-speed, SEE YOU AT THE HEAD OF THE CHA, 
RLES! All College Pro Painters employees 
are invited to join us at the H.O.C Regatta. 
• -55,000 mi., new clutch, rust-proofed twice, 
sunroof. Very good cond. $950.QO or 8.0. 
,-,..,..-,,-~'--~---'-=-:----'--'-i-~ "-'-~""-'-~- .. ,We'I L:be on ,Memorial Prive (N'orth Side 
- ? f H_fi_p'.py·;2,ot;h ~:IFlTHDAY_ ·AN _N1£ G_ we pf the River) b_etween Harvard St. Bridge 
· 868-1870 evenings. 
Red Honda Aero 125 Scooter - runs well ,' " · ,,, · ' ,,; · · , -- · · · 
· · know this weekend i-s goi'ng· to be a blast, · and the finish line. FQod and drink are on· 
in great shape,. $599 or B.O. Call 749~3334 
· but we want to know whether you're going US. See you there! _College Pro Painters 
9:30 _am - 3:30 pm. t . I ? W k · (U S ) 
o ast. e now.your .a wild women, that -·-·~·•----------~-
1975 VW RABB)T New Midas Shocks, is _'t rue, but this weekend you mid is going Ski 93~UNH Ski Week, 5½ days skiing and 
German import. Not much work -needed. to .be goo!! Love your roommates! lodging for $169 .00. Ski Loon, Cannon, 
. $200 ,0all Abby 659-2180. Keep trying. ' 
SEE YOU AT THE HEAD OF THE CHA~ Watervj,l le Valley, or'Bretton Woods-your 
FOR SALE: VW Bug. -Reguilt engine and Rl:;:ES! All College Pro Painters employees choice-ecJch d'ay. Jan. 11-16 last week 
new exhaust 9/85 . Run-s excellent - are invi.fed-tq join us at Ol,lr tailg,ate party before _ Spring Semester. If skiing and 
reliable. Must sell! $450 or B.O. 436-8413 ,., "at'the H.El:CJiegattta.We'Jl·be c;m Memorial -partyir:ig' to~ $31 a da,y ·without leaving the , 
eves, 862-2440 days. . Drive (No r-th Si,det of the:Hi-v.er) between ::rnob r-i) qjiCl~S-,( So,,unas like a bargain) , then 
.VW Sc (rroco 1982, Red , 5 spd., AM/ FM 
cassete, AC, 69K, Mint cond . $5200. Call . 
ExeterJ 78-9663. 
Nordica Sz. ;11 competition ski boots. Top 
of t_he line in '83, Excellent Cond., $100 . 
Ladies Alpina Sz. 9 boots, nice cqnd., good 
intermediate/beg-inner boot. $40 Call 
Exeter 778-9663. 
2 Roundtrip bus tickets anywhere Trailways 
goes. Good through 2/17 / _87. $190 or Best 
Offer. 659-6865 after 6. 
. SINGLE -ROOM AVAIL. JAN 1 - MAY 31 
$145/mo Newmarket on K-van. Call collect . 
Elizabeth at (202) 22 4-3324 and le~'ve 
name and number. 
RIDES 
Desperate! Need a ride to UNH from 
Porstmouth tor 8:00 c,lasses Wi-1I share 
expenses. Make my day. Call 433-0838 
after 2:30 p.m. any day. 
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR IN THE PUB'1!! 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 18, 1986 9:00 PM. 
DON'T MISS THE Mos·T ORIGIN'AL 
FOLK/POP ARTIST SINCE HIS BROTHER 
JAMES' 
.____Pe_rso_na_ls ____ II .. l 
Mortar B'oard i_s alive and well! Come to 
a meeting Tuesday, October 21, 7 pm in 
Durham Room of MUB and see what is 
planned for 1986-1987 _\ 
To the rodent himself arid .... Pitty, You guys , 
are the .greatest!! Love Barbi and Poky 
AIESEL 0 lets talk about it-your man for 
. personals. 
Personal: Hey Chamber Mun, Happy B-
day. Your stoke buddy-Yea, I know, you're 
right 806' and 807 are awesome. Please ,, 
Kelly' . 
Hey Jules' Thanks for Thurs.day night. I 
had a great time, telephone CcJII or not. 
Oh yeah .. ready for bash #2 girls? Hopefully 
there'll be enough fudge to go around .. and 
target objects for everybody!' 80011 The 
violent Graphics Machine 
Attent ion '. Uncle Louie has been spotted 
iri Boston reading poetry on the "T". Stay 
tuned for updates. 
Harvard St. Bridge and the iinish Ii~~' F.ooa, \; joio:,cl.t\~~-l_li~ o_hn Bassett or Bill Hanig at 
and. e:lrink are Of") us. Se~ you.-there! College ·'· 8,6?-3Qq84 o(sign yp Qt;ilside NHOC in the 
Pro Painter-s (\.!:SJ · · ··ry,µs. 8ririg f:ri•end_s from -home or schoot 
CREW TEAM- GOOD LUCK AT THE HEAD for one last vacation before school. 
OF THE CHARLES. I HOPE ALL BOATS Hey 8th floor St,oke and various oth.ers-
DO -THE BEST THEY CAN. GOOD LUCK I can ;t thank you enough for making my 
AND GO u·NH!-1!_!'! GOOD LUCK TO KIM birthd?Y so special. I'm so lucky to have 
G., LORI J., CHRIS W., AND THE REST OF .friends l.ike you- you are the best! I love 
THE T'EAM! N02 - you guys! Sal . 
Bubbles- Keith- You talk too much! Don't 
be so uptight. Loosen up and RELAX!!! Start 
laughing more, Good luck next week at 
the Dartmouth Invitationals. i'II . watch and 
cheer you on. I lpve you. Bye N02 
" lJVINGSTON TAYLOR IN- THE PUB!!! 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 18; 1'986 9:00 PM. 
, DON 'T MISS THE MOST ORIGINAL 
FOLK/POP ARTIST SINCE HIS BROTHER 
JAMES.! 
Ellen- I love your. haircut. I definitely need 
to _give you a lesson on to blow dry it. You 
can borrow my hair dryer anytime. See ya, 
LoveN02 
Patti in 123- Hang in there kid. You can 
always come up to my room for a laugh. 
S~e Ya, Love N02 
Rum0r has it that the women of R-2 love · 
"Sex on ' the , beach", as well as, other 
indiscreet locations. If you have any new 
suggestions please call 868-3219, · (This 
is War) 
Dear J.E.N. Happy #19, I love you with all 
--------~------
Hi Hun. Here's your first! Sorry about last 
weekend again, I know this one will be 
better! I love you lots! Mis 
· Hey Ghetto mice- oops we meant rats. You 
may · have our combo's, th•at can be 
changed, but the key to yo~r apartment 
can't. We love you! Sal, Mis, Anne 
$31 .00 / day to ski NH's best, Cannon; Loon, · 
Waterville & Bretton Woods With 5 nights 
lodging at the Indian Head resort-jacuzzi, 
swimming pool , sauna, game room, live 
bands, happy hour, ai:id mo~e. $4.0 deposit 
by Frfday Oct . 24 or $90 by. Oct. _31 . Call 
John Bas$ett _or B[lil Han!g 868,-3008 fo r 
. arrangements. 
KL V~ A .toast... May you and 1 ·always find 
sunshine in ou r days tog.ether, and re-
member those beautiful days, at times when 
it rains .. :Cheers! MSK 
Have you ever wondered Why some people 
spend so much tirn.~ looking "perfect"? 
And. why does the trend encompass more 
women then men? 
___ Why is it w_h~n a woman exerts her own 
my heart! Here's to 7 /2/87, Forrest Park leadership and independence she is 
here we COll)e! Your honey · 
stereotyped as being aggressive and 
JAMES TAYLOR!!!! Not to be confused with - infeminie? 
LIVINGSTON TAYLOR ( his brother) who -H-e-y!_W_h-at_a_r_e _ y_o_u_d_o-in_g_F~rid_a_y_e_v_e~n-in-g, 
will perform tomorrown night in the Pub 
at 9pm DON'T MISS HIM!!! Sat., ~nd Sunday? (Oct. 17,18,19) No 
experience necessary to come join the 
Hey Hall House-How would you like a video 
night with Whoopie Goldberg, Bill Cosby, 
&: Leo Buscaglia? Get bacl< to me on it and 
we'll have ii for some weekend night OR 
DAY! Whatever. .. Lyena 
Hey Patty in 123- Have you ever gotten 
your own personal before? Just wanted 
to ~em ind you that I'd' love to read that 401 
. paper about your parents and your boy-
friend. Smile for me, ok? I'm psyched for 
the Hay Ride!!!!!ILµv, Lyena 
Christine, Karen, Rebecca, an.di or Felicia 
and / or anyone else. Whenever you're 
feelin_g stresse d come rela x in my room . 
We just have to avoid sounding like a 
muffled TV so Noreen & Keith get some 
sleep! Luv, LYENA 
. . 
· N.H. Outing Club. Sat. All day ropes course 
then drive north to Mt. Chocorua. Sun- Hike "'f 
u·p Mt. Chocorua . Equipment proviqed for 
more info. come by MUB Roor,1129 or call · 
862-21 45, Ropes and Hiking Tr.ip. 
SKI '93 -Attentio~ ~eturning veterens-new 
skier referral program! For every new skier 
that joins us because of you, we will pay 
. $5 9red_it toward your trip. Call us for the · 
comp-form and info. John Bassett or Bi'II 
Hanig: 868-300~. 
To: 'M.N's S.A. in our anthropology class. 
f;le's n'ot my boyfriend. So don't worry. Hut 
thank you for the compliment. 
TH: Beach was too·cold on Saturday (even 
wi th blankets!) Too bad'' A down roses 
anyway. L~t·s try again? #208 
NOTES FROM THE 'FRIDGE., · By Da,ytcf Brackley 
To my favorite guys: Bryan, Eli, and Sam-
cngratulati,ons o becoming Kappa Sig 
Pledges. You guys are terrific. Luv ya, Ract:i 
""--1,:. .~a' 
'°"' ~-~_j ,flf....st ~ Af\ ·r.~., 
~r-Mf5J r+.wt , r•,, ~ 
1:o ~k Y~&A.. b:> 1,.__.,,_ 
·_* -~rd-,, ... 
Catnip- Ju: :e 6th is gdtir1g closer. Now ' 
it's only 1.9 million years away. Can't wait! 
Hi ho! Lo"'.~ always, Stuff 
Ten: of Highland House: Thought I'd try 
a ~ersonal. Did I get your attention? Does 
anyone really read these? AGR #920 
Savage Spike: Big bad bear is loose again. 
Better.track her down and take her to your 
lab for -observations. 
Skiers-Ski ct.leap and party whh friends 
for five days. Over 60% bf'the people return . 
the folib'wing year-they'can't .all be wrong: 
Ask somebody about ski '93, then call us. 
$40 down by Friday Oct. 24 or $90 by Oct. 
31 or call and make, arfangements. It ' s 
worth it so bring-your friends . Call John 
~ass.ett, or Bill Hanig 898 -JOOB or sign up 
outside the NHOC in the MUB. 
If you are forced to have s-ex, sexually , · 
as\saulted, or raped arid ~ould like to talk 
to a woman who has b,ee_n trained to help 
in those· situations, Call 862-1212 day or 
night and ask for a rape.crisis counselor. 
Resumes- Fir-st impresjons count. Make 
a great presentation at yol_Jr next interview .. 
Call Tere'ia at You r. Mc:lntosh personnel 
_ ; 742~8325 " .' , 
'•-.oeac:Judy- Hey babe shade that !hang! 
·, Be· sh r1 -;,,y kille r- for I love you more than 
'words can say! Yout"ti9er, Grrr! 
...., 
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LIVINGSTON, if Mom knew you were CRAXY COOTER- If your person on Old 
playing the MUB Pub tomorrow night, she'd Landing Road was wearing an Exeter jacket 
go too. JAMES · and a Walkman, then I'm tier. But where 
do ( go to get the c~icken soup. 8.68-3193, 
TONIGHT. . .E.T. and GREMLINS double slig~ly_ soggy. 
feature! Doors open at 8 p.m. $2 Students! --- ------
LI VIN GSTO N, if Mom knew you were 
AT LAST!!! Help with your computer playing the MUB Pub tomorrow night, she'd 
problems. Both Hardware and software. go too. JAMES 
Call the DISCovery Computing Consultant. '-------------
862_3665 , Bee- Thanks for putting up with the 
Caxbags last weekend. You·~e awesome. 
Hey Denise P. -- Happy Birthday!! love L-Bare · 
Elizabeth. I miss you!! 130 10th St. SE Wash. 
DC 20005 · Margi, you are BUsTgo. Ridiculous. And 
Hey Ginnie and Susan- What's up? Write!! where the HELL is that shipment of vitamin 
130 10th St. SE wash. oc 20005.Love Eliz., K for Mr: Cheese? -yourmother~ .. 
Fashion Police lr:isp. !2?_omie ... lt's your turn to do the di~~El~J1 
Adopti~n: We'~e a lovin.g h~ppily r.n~r~ied Porkchop? OH! PORKCrJOP!! 
couple, adacemic physician and psye,hol- . H of .Smith, Have fun this weekend w_ith 
ogist. Eag.er to adopt white ·newborn. the brothers -A..!. 
Confidential. Call collect. 212-724-7942 -------------
-· Chris $ Time, dem·and a recount! I don't 
TONIGHT ... E.T. and GREMLINS double care if you do sit in Polly's offi9e. You're 
feature! Doo~s open at 8 p.m. ·$2 Students! still great. You are the grillmasters. J-
AIESEC- I want you I need you Can yoµ 
heip m_e_? _____ ____ _ 
T· Thank you for the best 2 weeks of my 
entire life. I'm looking forward to many more. 
I love you oxoxooxx Laura 
Regarding the quad raid on Straffmd Ave. 
Thursday o ·ct. 9: When members of the 
opposite sex lea·rn to commu.nicate and 
dance with one another lets have a real 
raid! 
Steve F.- Good luck in your rugby game 
this weekend. Make sure you get your wrist 
· checked out before you decide to play and 
injure it more. See ya, Noreen 
FRESHMAN CAMP COUNSELORS WAN'T-
ED! Pick up your very own application at 
our office in the MUB, rm. 135. Interviews 
start Oct. 25th so don't miss _out, and eat 
your vegetables!! Thank you 
. To the new '87 camp .execs: Tara, Hillary, 
Kris, Steve, Mike, Glen~ You ·guys are the 
key to life. Congrats! Do we really know 
what we're in for ? In times of doubt, 
remember the B-Rule! Love Paully and 
Walla. 
. LIVINGSTON TAYLOR IN THE PUB!!! 
SATURDAY OCTOBER 18, 1986 9:00 PM. 
DON'T MISS THE MOST ORIGINAL 
FOLK/POP ARTIST SINCE HIS BROTHER 
JAMES! 
LIVINGSTON, if Mom knew you were 
. playing the MUB Pub tomorrow night, she'd 
go too. JAMES -
- oon't miss this chance to hear John M. 
at the Niche Coffeehouse tonight\ Open 
stage 8-11 :30 p.m. Oevine 7 L . 
Happy Birthday to the Colorado kid. Love 
Ashilles 
Gath S. bid you see it here last Fri? 
Unfortunately I only run into you once in 
a while 
Haven't heard the N.H No_tables yet this 
seme,ster? Be there tonight Niche Open 
stage 8 p.m. Devine 7L 
Local guitarist _and vocalist Steve 1;3 . will 
be performing at the Niche Sat. O_ct. 18 
8-11 :30 p.m. Devine 7 L 
An international affair- love at first sight, 
AIESEC 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THREE SPECIAL 
PEOPLE .IN HALL HOUSE. HAPPY 19th(?) 
BIRTHDAY TO MARIA, HAPPY 18th TO 
JILL AND· HAPPY BIRTHDAY 'fO KEITH 
(22)- SUCH AN OLD MAN. Have a nice 
birthday the three of you. love NO2 and 
· Lyena 
_Mark - don't forget the booze so Tim can 
forget his troubles with AIESEC 
Tim, Come to the regional and forget all 
you troubles with AIESEC 
TANIGUE TANNING CENTER' IS LOOK- · 
ING FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT TO TAI>! 
FREE! FOR DETAILS CALL OR COME IN' 
431-704-7 
Skiers- I have a brand new pqir of Tyrollia 
3900 binding still in the box. These are 
$120 bindings, make me an offer, I'm tired 
of them being in my room. Chris at 868-
1290 
Say hi to your roommate, the person you 
met Saturday nigh, or sell hta scrap heap 
in your back y~rd. It's easy and outrage-
ously cheap fn THE NEW HAMPSHIRE 
classifieds $1.00 for 20 words or less. Fill 
out a form in Room 108 basement of the 
MUB and reach 10,000 people for only 
$1.001 
------------
TONIGHT.:.E.T. and 'GREMLINS double 
feature! Doors open ·at 8 p.m.' $2 Students! 
Do you know Stacey K., Elaine, H., Colleen 
S.? Come hear them perform tonight al 
the Niche Open Stage 8-1 l :~O p.m. Devine 
7L 
AVA-IT'S BEEl'.-4 FOUR LONG YEAR-
S .. YOU'RE Fl NALLY 21 !!I I THINK l'M AS 
HAPPY AS YOU ARE, IT'S BEEN A LONG 
WAIT. SATURDAY NIGHT WILL BE A 
BLAST, WATCH OUT NICK'S ANO CAT-
NIP. HAJ;>PY BIRTHDAY AWESOME SE-
NIOR BUDDY! LOVE, MARLA 
Hi Hun, Thanx for the personal. To bad there 
were so many peopie in the study cubical. 
I'm glad your feeling better. You certainly 
FELT better to me, but then you feel better 
to me all the time . . 
Congratulations to all the AGR Rho-Mate Di and Beth-you cute DZ chicks. Still make 
and Brother pledges. Fall 86 is going to a potent screwdriver? Wow ... remember 
be the best semester yet. Glad you're with - when? A Celtic fan. 
us! Brother s'cott . Subtie-PL----·----···-· 
Manager Trainees 
Continuing growth has created additional open.'ings in · 
both our Dover and Plaistow men's departments. If you 
are a dependable, e~perienced, or trainable, and growth~ 
minded, let's ialk. Please call Dave ,Whi.tehouse 
742-1893 
RED'S .SHOE BARN INC. 
NHls Larg?st Sho,e~Jtq_re 
"****··: 




One _of the years be,~tfllms. · 
Haunting and erotic-." -Ciene Siskel. :cH_ICA<.;o TRIBUNE. 
"B .,,. t''' , . r,1,1,1,Qff ~ .-1\farilyn Beck. CHICAGO TRIBl lNE SYNDl<:ATE 
I 
''William Hurts se_xual chemistry . 
produces the . beat:.·. Marie~ Matlin'; debut 
is a \iCtory." -Bruce Wiiliamson. Pl(AYBO:' MA(iAZINE 
''Electricity! Oscar nominations_ 
for Matlin-and Hurt. She's sensaticmal .. 
He's compassjcmate ... hurning up the movie lens .. . " 
-Rohen Oshorne. KIT\T\' L<>S AN<i°EI.ES 
WILLIAM HURT MARLEE MATLIN 
P..\RA.\IOl:\T PICTrRES PRt:SE\TS. A Bl'IIT Sl'G..\R.\tt, PRODl'CTIO:\ 
A Rt,l)A ll\l\ES t'IL\I (:IIIIJ)Rt:, ot· A LESSER GOD PIPER L-\l.RJE · PIIILi'P BOSCO 
, Screenpla~· b~· HESPER A.'l>ERSO\ and mRK )IEl)()t'F Based on the Sfa# Pia~· brU\RK ~EDOff 
· Produced b~· BrR'f snaR\l~' and P..\TRJ.<:K PAL\IER Directed b~· lll,l),.\ !LID. a;s ft 
R 11m111mD -§- . 
00~~.fr,~:fil ~~'il~I\ES ..\ P..\R.\.\IOl °'T PIUl ~ : : 
UNOU 17 Rf QUIRES ACCOMPHYIN(i . - · • ~ • '/ / ,~ • 
• ,u(NTORAOUlfGUUOIAN R r .. , _,. -~ :'\ J .. · _ .- •, _ - ~• ~="f\: 
~: • ~ .. ~( !, ~ 
... :.-;·J;· ,,.:;, ~:t." • 
~ . . 
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number of subjects in 'a given 
sefi?ester .than is possible . with a 
. five-course load. 
The proposals arising from the 
debate seem strangely ·detached 
To the Editor: from the context of the University. 
I am writihg to express my Has there been any study of the 
concern over some of the proposals educational and economic effects 
under consideration on the r_ela- of the various changes proposed? 
tionship betw~en credits and c'an- Will one effect of adding a cla.ss 
tact hours. An unproven premise meeting or lengtnening classes be 
· of much of the debate .from last a reduction in the number of courses 
spring is that there needs to be some offered-in a given · semester? Such 
sort of equivalence betweefl credits , a reduction woul~ seriously under-
and contact hours in all courses. mine the diversity that has been 
Therefore; proposals put forwar<l a hallmark of my department's 
include a plan to add ten minutes offerings. Will .a move to a five-
to each class, a plan to add a class course load for students each se-
meeting per week, and a plan to mester result in an increase in -
'make all courses three credits .and teaching loads fQr the faculty, or 
increase the student load to five will the substantial number of new 
classes per semester. faculty needed to cover these cburses 
It seems to me that the four-credit be hired? Given the failure of the 
system has worked well, and that University admi.nistration to cal-
the general level of undergraduau· culate the impact of the new general 
instruction is quite
1 high. The education program on course de-narrow focus on contact hours . mand, it is imperative that such 
distorts the total picture of under- question sbe addresssed in detail 
graduate education. In the English - before any substantive debate on 
Department, the m1mber of class · the issue can occur. _ · • 
hours is but one part of a st~dent's On a more personal note; I would 
education in a course,'which also like to_ express my reactions to the 
includes substantial amounts .of way· in which this debate was 
reading a~d writing as well as initiated and .the message it ha~ 
frequent conferences. Concentra- communicated concerning our mis-
tion on contact hours alone implies sion at the UAiversity. Despite the 
that education occurs only within- fact that this institution is known 
class time, and that individual for its excellent undergradutate 
departments do. not know best how teaching,. the issue of credit hours 
to structure their classes. If also has been presented as if the foµr-
seems to me that a very positive credit system was a symptom of 
feature. to our current system is the faculty deception and laziness. 
' four-course load which allows Moreover, it is an issue that was 
students to concentrate on a smaller created_ last spring almost f~om 
whole- cloth, since neither the 
faculty · nor the students raised the 
question in any_ serious mahner 
prior to its being placed on the 
agenda of various meetings. called 
by the administration. Frankly, I 
think that anyone who took the time 
to see just how well qur system 
works now could. ea•sily defend it 
before the ·alumni, the trustees or 
the general public. Moreover, it is 
a system which should be presented 
as one of the unique· strengths of 
the institution. Over the years, this · 
faculty has been pushed hard by low . 
salaries and increasing enrollments, . 
and has generally r'esponded by 
redoubling it efforts in teaching, 
research and service. Perhaps we 
should emphasize the strengths of 
our teaching rather than spending 
time on a divisive debate over a new 
system which may hav~ untold 
deleterious consequences for us all. 
I urge my colleagues and the 
Univ'ersity's students to express 
their opinions on this matter to 
Pi:-ofessor Donald Wilcox, Depart-
ment of History, who heads a 
committee considering this_issue. 
Sincerely, 
David Watters -
Department of English 
_Senate 
To the Editor: 
This letter is specifically meant 
for commuters. I was recently 
elected to the Student Senate -as a 
.. \ THE INTERFRATE"RNITY COUNCIi. PRESENTS 
. -MICHIGAN ATTORNEY AND THETA CHI 
NATIONAL V·ICE-PRESIDENT 
DAVEWESTOL 
WHO WILL SPEAK 




AND ITS ALTERNATIVES 
--.._ 
commuter Senator. Because of my Nicaragua. I was mad, but not for 
preliminary work as a member of having $3.60 o( my suppose<! tax ~-
the Commute_r Affairs Council, I money going 1 to the contras, 
have found that there is a lack of but that someone would actua-lly 
communication between the · com- do this to try to -persuade public 
routers of this university and the · opinion. I-have my own opinion 
-Student Senate. I want to change about Nicaragua, and I consider 
this and I need your help: ~ myself to be a well informed person 
Over half of ,the student body or on this issue. But when someone 
roughly 5,500 students are com.mu- sends· false· bills to, people just to 
ters . Issues that are of co'ncern to get therri to pay attention,! cannot 
commuters should also be th'e support' tbat type of action. I think 
concerns of the Student Senate. To ifRicK Kohn or ·anyone else vyants . 
make.i:hange possible I need to hear to speak.out against something, 
from you, the commuter. Write, call . - that's great, but not to scare people 
or stop by the Senate office and see into thinking they owe the govern-
me or Michele Digirolamo (Chair- ment mGney. I feel sorry for t_he 
person of the Commuter Affairs people who actually believed that 
Council); we want your input on · the Bill they received was real. 
those issues that affect you. Land- ;You may notice tha! I have said 
lord/ tenant problems and commu-· nothing of my opinion on the 
ter services are just two of the areas contras. That's not the issue. The 
that we are presently discussing. issue here is the--Jength the pe_rson ,! 
Please take the time tobecome isgoingtotopersuadepeople.There j! 
involved, it will help us to help you. is a place and time for everything, 
Charles W. Jones 
Commuter Senator 
Student Senate '87 
and this is not one of them. 
Chris Walsh 
Colltras _- · 
Letter~ to the editor sbould 
be ty,ped and signed, and 
must include an address 
aod telephone number for 
verification. 
-Address all mail to: 
To the Editor: 
Today l received something 
interesting in the mail. It was a bill 
for $3.60 for the rnntra s1:1pport in 
























SATURDAY, --OCT. 18 ·1:00-3:3-0p~ 
STRAFFdRD·ROOM {MUB) 
PUBLIC WELCOME · 
/ 5-(HM/-~/Jft{a~5 
- . UNH HEADQUARTERS . _ _ _ 
DOWNTOWN DURHAM 
F.REE ADMIS-SION 
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THE .NEW HAMPSH,IRE FRlt5AY, bCT'<JBER 17,-1986 . _ 
Ke::vin Schl,"ad:~;i):{23)>goalie Greg Rota (3Q), and members of the ho(k~y team practic~ 
yesterday.(Ron,~:~~;one photo) _ · · 
1 
. '. . . · • · · · __ . j 
, -Cre~;team chronicled on tube 
By Paul Tolme : is the boat from which Allsopp 
The men's crew, team will b€ coaches the shells while on the 
shown i-n a tele~jsioh segment water. Allsopp .maneuvered the 
about the Great 1~~y to be aired launch to provide the best 
by WCVB TV ci;iannel five of photographic artgles. 
Boston. .:_ ) .: . - - , Thompson said she chose to 
The . three pef son earner~ film the crew team because of , 
crew from W~1/B attended "the awesome visual possibil-
Wednesday's 5:4.itJ1.m: practice ities. We're ·hoping .to catch 
and shot over a(;fl\our's worth some sunrise shots." 
of film. Of this,;.{i ,bout two to Camerawoman Alice Daly 
three minutes v.PHl be selected said it was worth gettjng up 
the practice : I almost_ forgot 
a.bout it (microphone)." Vos-
uurgn sa1a ne rnaoe a special 
effort to watch his language 
during. the practice, but other 
than that everything went as 
normal. 
The exact.d~te the special will 
be aired has not been deter~ 
~ined, but Thompson said it 
would probably be in mid-
November during ratings week. 
/ 
(contimwd frqm page 23) 
small pesky skater, while Prach-
ar and Horner , sho~ld both 
;improve with more icet-ime this 
season. 
Freshmen Mark Johnson, 'a 
playmaker, Jeff La-zaro and 
David Aiken are-the fourth line. 
Waiting .in the wings are ju~.iors 
Kevin Thurston, Scott Brown, 
Mike Glennon, all of whom have 
seen· action in the past, and Greg 
Zegras, a red -shirted sopho-
·more. . . -
The\ defense will benefit the 
. most from the years experience. 
The freshmen who felt their 
way through last year (Kevin 
Schrader, Jeff Co-µrnoyer, Greg 
· Boudreau, and Mike _Roth) came 
together in the playoffs against 
Boston University, and is the 
reason for Kullen's optimi~m. 
"They are soli-d defense, not 
fancy." 
, The two seniors on defense,,· 
Al Brown and Peter Wotton will 
join these four sophomores· and 
two freshmen, Lars Johansson 
1 and Cfiris Grassie, in front of 
Greg Rota. Brown and Wotton 
are large defense~e·n who like 
to hit. Cournoyer ' is small and' 
mobile, but a deadly hitter. in 
the open ice. Roth also is a big 
hitter, 1who was brought along 
slowly last year, and could be 
' the surprise this year. 
La~i year's surprise !inch1d~d 
Boudreau and Schrader, neither 
of whom • figured significantJy 
in the early sea:s.on plans. bp.t, 
who saw regµlar shifrs against " 
BU in the ·playoffs. Boudreau_ 
· w,as .a waJk 6n, who showed puck 
handeling skills and soli-d 
. shoulder checks last year. Schrad-
er took~ while getting used to · 
_, the quicker college pace; but 
settled in nicely by years end. 
Although still only sophomores, 
they should feel n;iore confident 
this year. 
In goal Rdta wi-11 carry the 
heavy load, -a-s oflly unte~ted 
backup De.nv,er Moorehead is 
in the wings. Rota is a fifth year/ 
senior who was redshirted his 
· first year. He started both games 
i-n BU, and came up with the 
saves when the Terriers threa-
tened. 
The Wildcats · will face more 
Hockey East competition this 
year as the interleague' sc;hedule' 
with the Wester,;i Colleg_ate 
Hockey Association has been 
cut. TlYey now only face each 
team once, and face Hockey East 
teams four times each year. 
·· we are just concentrating . 
. on playing well, and that will 
take care of winning and losing," 
Kullen added. · 
' for airing on a November tel- · early for. "I won't know what 
ecast of Chronicle, said producer we've got until I've se.en ·it on 
Rita Thompson. . C • tape," said Thompson. "Brit it 
Chronicleisahalfhournight- stire has _been beautiful." 
ly ·news magazine aired at 7:30 Sound recordist Doug Dikes 
on channel five. The.short crew was also pleased with the' early 
segmeq.t will be part of.a special morning's work. Dikes wired 
called "Main Streets and Back- . -c~xswain Craig Vosbt1rgh with 
roads of New England." _ a microphone tor the practice 
_ Head crew coach Chris Al- and said he was pleased with 
-~---------SO_CCER-------
Lewis Field. 
lsopp was hospitable" to the _ the session. - . , 
crew, allov.:ing it to ride with "I was nervous ~t first," said 
him in the launch. The launch Vosburgh. "B~t once_l got into 
The Wildcats have been out-
scored 21-6 so· far this, season. 
They have aJso been shutout on 
five different ·o-ccasions. ' 




University of New Hampshire- Durham, N.H. 0382 
\ 
-WE NEED YOU 
' 
The New Hampshire 
Outing Club needs 
your help ,~ith our , 
. arinual Ski Sale! ' -
Meetiri.g -for all -those 
.·willing to help_ out i's 
Tuesday, Octo·b,e-r ~ 
J 
. (continued from page 23) 
goaltending pl~toon of Dave 
B;u:low and Chri~ Jay have 
· played admirably. Barfow-has 
played in eight games posting , 
a 2.0 goals against average, 
while Jay has seen action in four 
I 
·games in which he has sported 
1.25 goals against. . 
Shawn Day and ffcott Bren-
nan are tied for the lead in ' 
scoring with two goals and one 
: assist apiece. 
.- N
· _ 
at 7 pm in Room 129 
oftheMUB. We 'need 
cash~ers and genE;ral 
assistants for the sale 
APPLICATIONS NOW BEiNG 
ACCEPTED FOR 
Which runs Nov:13-15 -
No -. exp~rience .1s 
nece&s~ry. 
Please hel 
• ARTS & LECTURES DIREC-
TOR 
-• PRODUCTION SECURITY 
MANAGER -
·STOP BY RM. l48 IN THE MUB 
OR CALL 862-1485 FOR INFO. 
-THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, OCTO~ER 17, 1986 PAGE TWENTY-THREE 
Tennis team gains Husky win· over Northeifstern ·· 
Ami Wa.lsh has played #1 for 4 years <Mark DesRochei-sphoto) • 
I 
- By Richard Finnegan 
The women's tennis team 
battled the elements and the 
Nbrtheastern H~skies Wednes-
day. . 
Due· to .rain during the week 
the girls found themselves in 
Dover late Tuesday night p_rac-
tici ng indoors. Wednesday's 
match greeted them with freez-
ing, gusty" winds. 
The 'Cats rose .to the occasion 
and decisively romped the Hus-
kies, 7-2. Coach Russ McCurdy 
poiqted out that the late night 
tune-up helped a lot, since the 
girls had not practiced all week. 
He was impressed with the way 
his young team handled the 
talented Huskies. 
"It w~s a good win overall," 
said McCurdy. "We beat a good 
team and had a lot of matches 
g0 to ,three sets. I think ~he home 
court helped us a.lot." 
Jen Radden did not need any 
help as she rolled over her 
second singles opponent, 6-3, 
6-4. St<1;cey ·Murgo looked good 
in fourth singles !lnci breezeo_ 
to a 6-3,. 6-2 win. second. Her opponent had triple 
Liz Lerner won 6-3, 7-5 in match p6inr. Walsh .called it 
fifth singles while freshman "just about the biggest hole -
Louise Martin made a nice you can be in" but she amazed 
comeback. After dropping the everyone by roaring back to win 
first set 7-5 she bounced back seven straight games ancl f9rce· 
for a decisive 6-3, 6-0 finish. a third set. 
The 'Cats made a clean sweep Those who know Walsh 
of the doubles play. Kathy should not have been surprised. 
· Greland and Sandy Richter were The Michigan native has played 
6-2, 6-3 winners in number one numbei; one since her-freshman ' 
doubles. Deb Rothstein and - year and neither great come-
Laurie Herbert bounced back backs nor excellent play are new 
from a 4-6 deficit to win two to her. Wa:lsh has battled every 
straight (6-3, 7-5) and Laurie school's number one player for 
Azavedo and Jane Stewart fou~ years, but brushes-compli_-
rounded things out with a 6-4, merits ' as~pf :a.nd simply states 
6-2 v.ictory in number· three "I like a;good challenge." 
doubles. . . . .... ' , : . '_, ' . .A'riYi' wilT be "graduating_jn 
In the day's most exciting December ·wi'th: a degree in 
match Ami Walsh fought back - journalism and looks forward 
from near ifl).possible odds to ro ·an internship with theNew 
for.ce a third set in her first England Monthly. She described 
singles match. Though she did · her summer job with the Glau- · -
not win, she displayed the poise cester Sun Times as '"quite a 
and ability that have made her challenge.'' . 
the team's leader and top player Another· challenge facing the 
for three years. . · . team's captain is this weekend's 
After dropping the first set Eastern Seaboard Tournament, 
6-3 Walsh was down 5-0 in the w_here she wiUget a rematch 
Big Green beclns men's soccer · s(luad 
with Northeastern's talented 
_ Aileen Smith. Walsh prefers 
tourna_ments to regular matches. 
"Its · tough to ·get up for a 
match after-you've just ·got ·out 
of class," · commented Ami. 
"-Tournaments ·are over the 
weekend and there's a much 
different atmos_phere.-•: walsh -
By Pat Graham they put only five shots on 
It is obvious that the football Dartmouth goaltender .John 
team used up the point quota Scott. The men in green had ten 
at Dartmouth when it scored shots on UNH keeper Dave 
6(5.. B~ca_us.e Jher~-was not a Barlow, ·as well as ,countless 
point to b~ found in Hanover other shots' that either went 
for the UNH men's soccer team. high or wide of the goal. · 
The Wi_ldcats rook it on the chin UNH was simply outplayed 
from the B_i'g Green by the score by Dartmouth. The Big Green's 
of 4-0 Wednesday. · crisp passing combined with it's 
:The Wildcats could not mus- timely offen$j,ve ahack led to 
ter up any type of offense and the victory·. Julian _Okwu- con-
___ ,, _r_ -PRACTICE-- -----
'.,,..:-::· ., ·----· - •··k,t)nti-nuedJrom page 2.4) , .-.1 .. , , .-y. 
th~ir_ right hand~. As c~xswain, .: a tou~-h five minute 11:terval. 
V~~b~tgh _i~.- the eyes of, the boa_t. ..Bu_r this;~-~~s not deter him from 
He js. the only-pet~.on in the ho-at ' gomg-,on. · You have to co?quer __ 
19.oki-~g fo~'w~rd and qri _his ·: ,. 'yo_~~:?o1t w~~°: ,fou _g~t t1red," 
CQiUmand It starts forward he.said. Sweet 1s pleasure after · 
slo~ly, warrriitjg tip; · - ,• . pain,_" smiled Ori~ re~iting a 
Th~ JV a:nd~-lightweight boats · "favorite .quote. _ . . . 
fol_low the same -procedut,e ,as The perfeu s~rok~ mv~lves 
the, varsity and meander up the complete coord1~at1on of _rhe 
sha.Ho_w.JQyster River· a-round team. Vos~urgh 1s r~spons1bl~ 
wooden stakes, Allsopp and 70- for corr~cung any m1st~kes ai;i_d 
year-old frietid Herb Jackson promptiqg t_~e team £_oward this 
drove imo the muddy river bed stroke. He 1s coach and cheer-
this_ spring. Aqs9pp ·and the leader. .. ._. 
television crew follow the shells In a perfect stroke eff1C1ency 
in the 'fiberglass le~nch, the boat is ,what you' r~ lc_>0king for,:· said 
from which he 'toathet his .. team O Connel. This mvolves stretch-
. through an orange ~egaphone. ing _forward ·and dropping the 
nected first for Dartmouth just 
two minutes into the contest. 
Twenty -minutes later, Doug 
MacGinnitie scored his first of 
two goals on the ·day to make 
. it 2-0 at the ertd of the first half. 
The 'Cats were still in the 
contest going into second half 
but could not generate a scoring 
drive. At 3:12 of. the .second 
stanza, ,Scott Sanford scored to. 
ice the gaII_le for .Dartmouth. · 
Finally, to add insult to injury, 
MacGinnitie scored his second 
goal with four minutes left in 
the game. 
The team's record falls to 1-
7-1, while Dartmouth's goes to 
5-3. The Wildcats finally come 
home after three games on the_ 
road to entertain the. q-niversity 
of Hartford at -3 :00 today at 
SOCCER, page 22 
. alsc;j prefers' to play '.indoors, 
which they do at the 'Seaboards. 
Whik UNH is the defending 
champion; the·'Cars· are ·certainly 
nor -favored. However McGurdy 
expec;:ts his young squad to ''do 
a lot of'd~mage." . 
. : Herons walk near the muddy ~~r mto th~ -~·are.r at full ext~n-
banks as the friendlrAllsopp sion of ~he arms} then thrustmg 
tells his passengers of the, time back wit~ a~ms and l~gs: The · 
he was oystering and found a oarb-lade sh~uld _splash slightly 
porcelaiq artifact he suspects ' when droppmg.mro the water . 
dare·s back to the 1700's. Salt and there should be a large 
and the smelLof a skunk per- whirlpool -after _pullin_g up. 
meate the cool air and the W-hen the tearp is ,. rowrng rn 
horizon starts to lighten: coordina,tion the shell will gli~e 
.:. c~·xswain .C-raig Vosburgh, Matt MiUer, and _Ted Otk rest oa Great Bay after· a tough rep.(Paul 
Tolme photo) . . . . - .... . . . 
Where the river widens and powerfully on th~ wa.ter rn 
Landing. Most of them have 
removed their outer sweat 
shirts, and they row on in open 
_mouthed desperation. Their 
pulses are racing at p~ces of up 
. to 220 beats per minute. 
.. 
Hockey tearit op,ens 
season tonight 
gets deeper _the varsity shell · between th~ust_s: The she!l Back at Jackson Landing the 
waits for Allsopp and h.is in- : seem~ to be Jerkmg along this team rests in quiet silence. "It By Chris Heisenberg heads the first line. He is flanked 
structions. Vosburgh is -the .. mornm~: . . _ . . wasn't a -good day," said Miller. After last years 5-27-2 record, oy .jtin'iors Quintin Brickley (8-· 
mini-coach in the boat and . Rowmg mvolves :a_ constan_t "The timing was off and the - the men's hockey team and new lQ.:.18), a smooth skater off the 
thinks about what Allsopp · flo_w of thought and a~tio~: "You boat wasn't running out (gliding head coach BOb Kulkn are - rightwing, and Rick Lambert 
stressed in the pre-pr_actice thrnk abour,,co~cent!atrnR on powerfully between strokes) .. " looking at the 1986-87 season (9-7-16) who has surprised in 
discussion. Balance and recov- each stroke, said Miller. But The team carries the shell with guarded optimism. camp. Lambert is big and strong 
ery. The Newington town lights .,,. as s?on as that str?ke is over · over their heads and up the -Kullen replaces the retired in the corners, but also has a 
blink in the distance across Little you re concentratrng on the ramp towar(the boathouse. The Charlie Holt who held the spot good touch around the net. 
Bay. · next," he added _ . _ _ team hoses the .. boat off before for 18 years. Thus a new era The second line is centered ; 
· Allsopp tells his team they _ By 7:1~ the sun 1s an orange repla:cir::6 it on the rack where . begins tonight as UNH faces by senio-r Chris· Laganas, a 
will be doing five five minute ball glowmg above the_ tree~ops it wiH rest until 5:30 tomorrow the Bowling Green Falcons in tireless digger. With himare 
repetitions this morning, start- . on the banks of the wide Little morning. The eight tea~mates Ohio. · · Mike Rossettiand Tim Hanley 
ing at 24 strokes per minute and Bay. In the launch the cold leave by 8:00, most of them Compared to last year's team · who have played together for 
finishing with 32. "Ready- · cam~ra cr_ew gets the shot ~>f the unhappy with the day's practice. wh,ich skated up to nine fresh- three years now.Rossettj may r 
• ... Ready all...Row," said Allsopp, sunnse-~1~houette~ t;eam It ~1as "You have to work hard and man, this year's squad will rely be the fastest skate.r in the 1· 
s.tarting the session. _ been wa1~mg_ f9r. Its b_eauttful sacrifice a lot of time to row, upon only three this weekend. -league; and is definitely the most i 
Otis thinks about keeping the . o~t here, said Allsopp mto ~he but it's all worth it," said Otis. " The kids have aged. Season ·_explosive · on · the open ice .. 
stroke rate and getting the ~rnd created by the speedrng ''Cr.ew is .' the epitomy of team- like last ages you quickly," Hanley is strong in front of the 
perfect stroke down. "It's like . launch. "But I'll be cold ~he rest work. It is absolutely the best Kullen said, "They learned the net, and excellent a·t _putting 
' searching for the Holy Grail," of the day." AHsopp picks up feeling when everyone is work- hard way." · home rebounds. 
he said •"for it is an unattainable - the pace of the stroke to get back ing together.'' . The forward line lacks a big · The third line is composed 
goal."' "Everything revolves in time for the students with · Allsopp lock the boathouse proven scorer, but all of its of Tim Shields, D~n Prachar, 
around getting the perfect - 8:00 ~lasi,es. door, endi_ng one Wednesday's m·embers have the ability to and Steve Horner. Shields-is a 
stroke," he said. His legs are . It 1s (:30 a_nd the sweaty crew practice in a season that l~score. Senior ,,captian James 
burning and his ar_ms weak after 1s headmg back toward Jackson . . until June·. ~' ··-,' : __ · ._, ~ ,_ ,_ .. , -, . . . - Richmond (9 go'als, 22-,,assists) PREVIEW, page 22 ··· 
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Sports 
There's no providence for Providence 
By Kathy Daly 
From the opening seconds to 
the final whistle, the Wildcat 
field hockey team dominated 
the Friars of Providence College 
to add the ninth win to its 
record. UNH won 4-0. 
Within the first twenty se-
conds UNH was already push-
ing the ball down Providence's 
throat and was awarded a corner 
hit. From this point, the offen-
sive momentum was , never 
relinquished. 
Lori Mercier opened the scor-
ing with a goal 12:06 into the 
game when she drove in a 
rebound off the Friar goal 
keeper to put UNH up 1-0. 
-
The Wildcat midfield con-
trolled play and passing ~om-
binations were outstanding to 
keep the attacking momentum 
at the Wildcat's backs, But ,the 
extremely effective Providence 
goalie kept Providence College 
Pauline Collins scored on this penalty shot Wednesday _against Providence.(M~rk DesRochers photo) 
· in the game. 
UNH went up 2-0, however, 
when Shelley Robinson scored 
her first collegiate goal by, again, 
getting a deflection off the 
goalie's pads _to drive it in. 
The rest of the half was 
played i.n the Friar defensive 
zone, even though the . score 
remained 2-0 due to the fantastic 
netminding by the Friar goalie. 
- Ka-ren Geromini kept up her 
goal-a-_game streak by scoring 
to put the Wildcats up 3-0 to 
start the second half. The goal 
came off a corner hit by Sandi 
Costigan fifteen minutes into 
the half. 
Like the first half, passing 
combinations led to a strong 
midfield play which supported 
the attack. The offense had 
several close shots but once 
again the PC goalie came 
through with the saves. 
Late in the half Karen 
McBarren, who played well on 
the left wing, took a pass from 
Pauline Collins and shot a sure 
goal which a Friar defensive 
player caught and threw out 
with her hand. Thus the Wild-
cats were awarded a penalty 
stroke. Collins took the stroke, 
the first of her collegiate career, 
and scored to give UNH a 4-0 . 
lead .and seal the lid on another 
Wildcat victorv. 
The defensive unit of Jackie 
Brogan, Cyndi Caldwell, Patty 
Drury, Costigan and goalie 
Michele Flannel played well and 
recorded their third shutout of 
the season. 
UNH r\ext .travels to UMass 
to play the nationally respected 
and regionally tough Minutew-, 
omen on Saturday. They return 
to Memorial Field on Tuesday . 
to face Harvard at 3:00. 
Friars boil . Cats 
UNH gets upset 
By PHul Sw<:eney 
· If you look the words frustra-
tion, anger a,nd disappointment 
up in the dic,tionary, on the 
margin next to the definition 
you might possibly find a picture 
of the UNH women's soccer 
coach Marjorie Anderson. And-
erson felt a form of all these 
emotions after the Providence 
College Friars slapp~d a 2-9 
setback on her Wildcats in 
Rhode Island Wednesday. 
"They were a . team we 
should've beat 'handily and we 
didn't. That was our worst game 
of the year," said Anderson. 
Accordingly the Friars aren't 
a soccer team that is going to 
set the world on fire. However, 
.they had what it took to boil the 
Wildcats and the blood of their 
head coach. , 
Things rolled along smoothly 
through the first nalf and it 
ended 0-0. For nearly 40 minutes 
. of the second stanza, much was 
the same. "We were controlling 
the game, actually," noted ·uNH 
assistant coach Adrian Pfisterer. 
Then a dark cloud placed itself 
over the field and like thunder 
and I-ightening Providence 
scored two goals 1:05 apart. The 
Wildcats suddenly found them-
selves neck deep in a puddle of 
· trouble. The Friars' Lizanne 
Coyne was the head troublemak-
er. She spread both goals for 
Providence. One came with 5:23 
left in the game· and the second 
followed with only 4: 17 remain-
ing. The taste on the Wildcats' 
tongues quickly turned sour, 
choking them with a defeat that 
settles their season accomplish-
ments at 4-4-1. 
A sc<;>ring drought that has 
hindered the UNH squad ap-
peared o_nce again in Provi-
dence. The 'Cats have been 
shutout in the last three contests 
and have not scored a goal since 
September 27 against URI, six 
games ago. The only goal cre-
dited to the team ·in that span 
was accidently put in by an 
opponent. UNH managed 11 
shots at the Providence .net, 
while the Friars had 9 onJanepe 
Tilden who made 6 saves. 
Providence was supposed to 
be a break in the schedule of the 
Wildcats who have been playing 
over their heads the past few 
weeks. Consider it a , wasted 
vacation. "We were playing 
some fantastic soccer up until 
this game," commented coach 
Anderson. 
The female Wildcats put on 
their cleats again on Saturday 
for a home game with Vermont 
at 1 :00. UVM is a team on its 
way up, says Pfisterer. 
Crew team·rises to occasion 
By Paul Tolme 
It is pitch black a,nd silent 
outsid!= the lit boathouse. The 
nine members of the men's 
varsity crew team stand hud-
dledaround fourth year coach 
Chris Allsopp who gives this · 
morning's pre-pra.ctice talk. It 
is · 5 :45 a.m. and the team is 
preparing for Sunday's Head 
of the Charles Regatta, the 
biggest qne day crew event in 
the world: 
Unless you have rowed crew 
you probably don't know what 
a practice is all about. But as 
juniors, Jim McGaffigan, Aaron 
Johnson, Matt Apgar, Matt 
Miller and seniors Jamie Dick-
enson·, Neil Fitch, Sean O'Con-
nel, Ted Otis and sophomore 
coxswain Craig Vosburgh .can. 
tell you, it is not g~tting up early 
and rowing mindlessly into the 
middle of the Atlantic Ocean 
as many people think. ' 
The first alarm clock goes off 
at 5 :20 a.m. and McGaffigan 
,slaps it quiet. His second alatm 
rings' five minutes later and he 
rolls out of bed. There is no time 
. for breakfast and Mc~affigan 
goes downstairs a-nd brushes his 
teeth and washes his face. It is 
his daily rotitine. "Crew rowers 
are obsessive compulsives," said 
McGaff igan. 
McGaffigan throws on his 
sweat suit and is running in the 
dai:k towards J acksoq.' s Landing 
by 5: 30. There are fe,,w cars or 
people on the road besides other 
crew members. It is very quiet 
and under the streetlig~ts wet 
leaves glisten. 
Arriving at Jackson's Landing 
away from Durham lights the 
stars come out and mist can be 
seen . rising from the Oyster' 
River. 
Miller stretches on the floor 
of the boathouse. It is not too 
cold this morning, but it's cold 
enough to make the breaths' of 
the crew members, conversing 
outside about the Red Sox 
steamy. 
A television crew from 
WCVB is here this morning, 
getting footage for a piece it is 
producing on t~~ Great Bay. 
It is almost 6:00 a.m.when the 
team sets the $12,000 shell 
Poppa Ernie Bayer into the 
frigid salt water. It is 60 feet 
long and weighs 200 pounds. 
As each team member attaches 
his 12-and-a-half foot oar· some-
one jokes that it's e·asy sett.ing 
up this morning in the lights 
of the television crew. "How 
do you usually do this in the 
dark?" asks film producer Rita 
thorn pson in amazement. 
They push off the dock with 
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